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In this research we focus on applications of Analog Floating Gate (AFG) devices. These are 

programmable memory cells that are precisely adjustable over a wide range of voltage. They can 

be used to improve the performance, matching and security of Integrated Circuits (ICs) while also 

reducing power. AFG lends itself to correcting mismatch and variability in sub 130nm IC 

technologies, and we evaluate a new method to minimize offset in Op-Amps and develop new 

circuits for very low power voltage reference and voltage supervisor circuit design. AFG is also a 

particularly interesting option for security enhancement and we evaluate circuits that use AFGs to 

complicate unauthorized use of ICs. We also evaluate a process optimization technique named 

Oxygen Insertion (OI) technology that utilizes the existing manufacturing and offers low-power 

solution with embedded SRAM. A demonstration of improvement in yield performance of SRAM 

with OI technology is also given. OI can also be used to improve performance of AFG devices.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Device density has greatly improved with technology scaling. Digital circuits have been able to 

take full advantage of this scaling resulting in lower power consumption. This is beneficial for 

portable equipment and higher density circuits and results in reduced cost. This push to smaller 

technology nodes results in higher circuit leakage, and the need to develop low-leakage solutions 

for integrated circuit design. Moreover, analog circuits are also significant in integrated circuits, 

as much of the interface to the “outside world” requires analog functions. However, analog circuit 

scaling has been limited by requirements of power supply and linearity. The components at any 

given process node defines the analog circuit performance, unless trim is used.  

 

1.1 Motivation 

Lot-to-lot, wafer-to-wafer, die-to-die and device-to-device process and parameter variations are 

categorized as systematic or random variations and are present in any semiconductor 

manufacturing process. Analog circuits suffer from the systematic and random variations in 

manufacturing which affect circuit performance [1]. These variations result in a shift in device 

characteristics and can be categorized as “variability.” Variability is the result of global differences 

due to process run-to-run or wafer-to-wafer variations and are common to all devices in a circuit. 

These can be treated as systematic variations. Use of different circuit and layout techniques can 

minimize these effects. 

“Mismatch” is local variation between adjacent, supposedly identical, devices and results 

in random differences between devices. Random differences are more difficult to deal with than 
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variability as they are the result of device to device parameter changes such as local defects or 

granularity. 

Device-to-device variations are most critical because of their random nature and become 

more significant as technology scales.  

Common effects of mismatch include: 

1. Offset voltage in differential input amplifier circuits 

2. Limited signal resolution in comparators 

3. Reduced precision voltage and current reference circuits  

4. Accuracy limitations in data converters 

The lower operating voltages of advanced technologies also contribute to higher circuit noise 

coupling which further exacerbates analog circuit design. Most integrated circuit designs rely on 

matched devices. Analog circuit designers can use a variety of techniques to compensate or 

partially compensate for device mismatch and parameter variations. One such compensation 

method allows the use of analog floating gate (AFG) memory. AFG memory is a variant of the 

commonly used flash memory [2]. This tunable analog memory can be used for trimming circuits 

into the required operating range. Using this, high precision circuits can be designed with high 

bandwidth, reduced mismatch and low power. Some post fabrication techniques such as digital 

trim, laser trim, poly fuses and Zener diodes can also be used [3-6], but these techniques work on 

the principle of resistor trimming and their precision is determined by the smallest trim step. 

Therefore, they are discrete in nature, causing an area penalty due to use of multiple components, 

most are one-time programmable, expensive and cannot support onsite trimming. New circuit 
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design methods for offset correction in Operational Transconductance Amplifiers (OTA) and a 

programmable voltage supervisor using AFG memory are studied. 

The Analog Floating Gate (AFG) memory can further be extended to applications in the 

security electronics, to protect Integrated Circuits (ICs) from unauthorized access. The infinite 

state space of the analog domain makes it difficult for attackers to unlock ICs, providing a more 

secure solution compared to their digital counterparts, with a unique key combination. In this 

research we focus on how one such “key” combination generated using AFG devices can 

effectively improve the defense against security threats. We introduce some advanced techniques 

such as the concept of waypoint programming and multiple interdependent locking trims that are 

nonobvious to unlock ICs. 

We also look at a material design approach to mitigate power and compare circuit 

performance of embedded SRAM as the semiconductor industry is focusing on every available 

technique of improvement at scaled geometries. Oxygen Insertion (OI) technology that offers an 

increase in mobility and improves circuit performance without any changes to existing 

manufacturing is discussed. Application of OI technology to improve SRAM yield and 

performance is the focus of this aspect of the research.  

 

1.2 MOS Matching and Circuit Performance 

Many studies have been done on investigating mismatch of two closely spaced MOS transistors 

with “identical” layouts [7-10]. MOS transistor matching in analog circuits is important but is 

particularly difficult as devices scale and power supply is reduced. Studies [1, 11] reveal that 
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mismatch between two identically laid out MOS devices is dominated by Vth (threshold voltage) 

and β (current factor) differences as shown in equations (1.1) and (1.2).  

𝜎2(∆𝑉𝑡ℎ) =  
𝐴𝑣𝑡ℎ2

𝑊.𝐿
     (1.1) 

(
𝜎(∆𝛽)

𝛽
)

2

=  
𝐴𝛽2

𝑊.𝐿
      (1.2) 

Avth and Aβ are technology dependent parameters. W is gate width and L is gate length of the 

MOS transistor. Increasing area, (W.L), improves matching, however this also causes a decrease 

in bandwidth and/or increase in power to meet the performance, due to the larger capacitance of 

the bigger device.  

 

1.3 Programmable Memory using Floating Gate Technology 

Flash memory is a storage technology widely used in digital applications such as USB drives, 

memory cards, solid state drives and mobile devices. Flash memory is a type of non-volatile 

memory which means that it holds its state even when the power is removed, unlike some other 

type of memories such as SRAM and DRAM which require power to retain their state. The key 

device that comprises flash memory is the floating gate transistor.  

Floating gate (FG) was first introduced in 1967 by Kahng and Sze [12]. Since then floating 

gate transistors have been extensively used as non-volatile memory elements in such as EPROM, 

EEPROM and flash memories [13, 14]. The floating gate transistor is a variant of the MOSFET 

with addition of an extra gate between the control gate and the body, as shown in Figure 1.1 

surrounded by oxide (SiO2). This extra gate known as floating gate is electrically isolated 
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preventing charge leakage which means that any charges on the floating gate stays there, 

theoretically for the life of the chip. Logic data is encoded as charge. 

 

Figure 1.1: Typical flash memory with additional electrically isolated gate, surrounded by oxide 

called floating gate. Charge on the floating gate indicates a change in threshold voltage of the 

regular MOS transistor. 

 

A possible approach for encoding data is to have two charge states, for example, the floating gate 

has extra negative charge or is un-charged, corresponding to logic level value “0” and bit value 

“1” respectively. This is the approach taken by Single Level Cell (SLC) flash memory. Since it 

has two charge states, it has one bit encoded per floating gate transistor. 

Another approach is to have more than two charge states. This approach is taken by Multi 

Level Cell (MLC) flash memory. Since there are more than two charged states, there is more than 

one bit encoded per floating gate transistor. This allows for higher storage density, but the 

downside here is that tolerances are lowered for distinguishing error-free logic levels. 
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Figure 1.2: Quantum tunneling: (a) If the barrier is narrow the evanescent wave may not have 

fully decayed when it reaches the far end resulting in charge to tunnel through the “Barrier A” to 

the “Floating Gate.” (b) Evanescent wave decays completely in the case of a wide barrier 

resulting no charge transfer through “Barrier B” to the “Floating Gate.” 

 

Use of floating gate transistors have since been extended to use as computational elements [15]. 

To program the flash memory, charge must be moved through the oxide layer. One method is to 

use quantum tunneling of charge onto or off the FG. The probability of an electron getting through 

the oxide barrier depends exponentially on the barrier width. Assuming an idealized rectangular 
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potential barrier (Figure 1.2) where the barrier energy is higher than the particle energy, then 

classically the particle cannot get through the barrier. However, from Schrodinger’s equation we 

know there is a sine wave dependence in the classically allowed region “Floating Gate (FG)” and 

exponential decay in the classically forbidden region, which means a part of the wavefunction can 

make it through. 

Inside the barrier the dependence is exponential and given by equation (1.3). If the barrier 

is narrow as in case of Barrier A in Figure 1.2, the charge can tunnel through the barrier and if the 

barrier is wide as in case of Barrier B in Figure 1.2 it cannot.  

𝛹(𝑥) ∝ 𝑒−𝑘𝑥     (1.3) 

 

Figure 1.3: Band diagrams for control gate (CG), oxide barrier and floating gate (FG) for floating 

gate transistor application showing how charge can be added to or removed from the floating 

gate. (a) potential between CG and FG is zero, (b) potential of CG is greater than FG, and (c) 

potential of CG less than FG. 

 

This dependence is important as we want the charge to stay on the floating gate for years as in case 

when we have a wide barrier but also want the particle to travel through the barrier when the barrier 

is narrow. 
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Figure 1.4: Hot electron injection mechanism to add electrons to the floating gate. (a) cross-

sectional view with required bias voltages applied, and (b) Band diagram of the “Channel” and 

FG showing the electron’s traverse as kinetic energy of electron is raised above the barrier 

potential. 

 

The application of this to floating gate transistor is shown by the band diagrams in Figure 1.3. 

Figure 1.3 (a) represents the band diagram for control gate (CG), oxide barrier and floating gate 

(FG) when potential difference between CG and FG is zero. In this case the oxide barrier is too 

thick for the charge to tunnel through. The effect of oxide barrier thickness now can be reduced by 

applying high voltage to the CG, causing a high electric field between CG and FG. Figure 1.3 (b) 

and (c) shows the charge (e-) traverse is aided by the field. 

This allows us to remove charge (e-) from the floating gate by applying a high positive 

voltage to the control gate or to add charge by applying a high negative voltage. The voltages 

applied to bring about change in charge are high compared to regular operating voltages of the 

MOSFET and are typically many volts depending on the barrier width. 
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Another approach to change charge on the floating gate is through hot electron injection. The basic 

principle is that if the MOS has voltages applied between source and drain, then the electric field 

between the terminals accelerates the charge. If accelerated enough, a portion of the charge will 

gain enough kinetic energy to jump the oxide layer as shown in Figure 1.4.  

 

Figure 1.5: Current-Voltage (IV) characteristics of a MOS transistor with variable Vth in a flash 

memory indicating limited range of Vth values.  

 

The kinetic energy gained is given by equation (1.4), where “E” is magnitude of electric field. If 

the kinetic energy is greater than the barrier energy, then the charge (e-) can tunnel across the oxide 

barrier, and any excess energy of the charge is dissipated through lattice collisions. The gate is 

biased at a fixed voltage to draw charge to the channel thereby allowing electric field to draw 

charge onto the floating gate.  

𝐾 = 𝑞𝐸𝑑      (1.4) 

We can use this characteristic to design a transistor with variable threshold voltage (Vth) as 

depicted in Figure 1.5. Vth is adjusted by introducing charge onto or removing charge from the 

floating gate. EEPROM utilizes a limited range of Vth values, but Analog Floating Gate (AFG) 

devices in the following sections are designed to allow for a widely tunable transistor threshold 
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voltage. The precision required of AFG device makes it a more complex structure, so, while the 

principle of flash and AFG are similar, the design is somewhat different. 

1.3.1 Analog Floating Gate (AFG) Design 

An Analog Floating Gate (AFG) device consists of a transistor for which the threshold voltage 

(VTH) can be varied continuously over a wide range of values. AFG devices act as non-volatile 

tunable analog memory devices. We show that this can be an effective low-cost technology for 

designing analog circuits. 

AFG devices consist of three basic components, connected through poly silicon to form a 

floating gate circuit. The isolated poly silicon can be programmed through tunneling components, 

to provide a tunable threshold. Figure 1.6 shows the circuit diagram of an AFG device. A MOS 

transistor M1 is connected to the tunneling component and a capacitor Cin. The poly silicon node 

POLY acts as a floating gate and the terminal G acts as the control gate of the AFG device. The 

floating poly can be charged or discharged by the tunneling mechanism through the tunnel 

capacitors T1 and T2. The tunnel capacitor used here has a thickness of 88Å. In this case Fowler-

Nordheim tunneling is used to charge or discharge the floating gate [16]. A high positive voltage 

pulse is applied on TGP to program the floating poly positively and high negative voltage pulse is 

applied on TGN to program the floating poly negatively.  
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Figure 1.6: Circuit modelling of AFG device showing the tunneling components T1 and T2 in a 

dashed box with T2 in a solid box, control gate capacitor Cin and NMOS transistor M1. The 

POLY is electrically isolated and represents the floating gate. 

 

Figure 1.7 shows the silicon cross sectional view of the AFG device. The tunneling 

components are enclosed in the dotted line in Figure 1.6. The parasitic diodes shown in Figure 1.7 

indicate the necessity of two well structures, one for a positive programming, the other for 

negative. T1 alone cannot allow negative programming of the POLY because the parasitic diode 

between p-substrate and n-diffusion is forward biased when negative voltage is applied to TGP, 

so additional structure T2 is incorporated for negative programming of the POLY. The tunneling 

capacitor structure is fabricated with floating gate POLY as one terminal.  
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Figure 1.7: Silicon cross section of the AFG device with tunneling components T1 and T2 for 

positive and negative charging respectively, capacitor Cin and NMOS transistor M1 with 

respective pin connection and POLY interconnect. 

 

A high positive tunneling voltage is applied on TGP to remove electrons from the POLY 

and high negative tunneling voltage is applied on TGN to charge the POLY with electrons. The 

current through the MOS device is determined by the voltage on the capacitor and the charge on 

the floating gate POLY. We can produce MOS transistor with variable threshold voltage (VTH) by 

modifying charge on the floating gate POLY by programming. Figure 1.8 shows the layout 

implementation of the AFG device with tunneling component, capacitor and MOS transistor with 

pad connections. 

1.3.2 Analysis 

Using the square law model of a MOS transistor, the drain current of the transistor in Figure 1.6 is 

defined by equation (1.5). The effective gate voltage (Vfg) seen by the transistor M1 in Figure 1.6 

can be computed by charge equation (1.6). 
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Figure 1.8: Layout of the tunneling component, capacitor and MOS transistor connected to make 

an AFG device with pad connections in a test module. 

 

Vth variation of transistor is given by equation (1.7), which is a simple approximation 

obtained from the square law current model for the MOS transistor, where Qpoly is the charge on 
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the floating gate and Cpoly is capacitance seen at the POLY node. The capacitor Cin helps in 

precise programming of the floating gate by reducing the voltage step per unit charge. 

By using a larger capacitor, it is possible to store more charge for a low change in threshold voltage 

(Vth). For well controlled and precise trimming of Vth, the capacitance value of Cin should 

therefore be large. The accuracy to which we can program an AFG device depends on the current 

change that is produced by the programming pulse. Precision voltage steps of the AFG device are 

dependent on capacitance connected to the MOS transistor, the programming voltage and pulse 

width. 

𝐼𝑑 =  
𝐾

2
(𝑉𝑓𝑔 − 𝑉𝑠 − 𝑉𝑡ℎ)2      (1.5) 

𝑉𝑓𝑔. 𝐶𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦 = 𝑉𝑔. 𝐶𝑖𝑛 + 𝑄𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦      (1.6) 

𝑖𝑓 𝐶𝑖𝑛 ≅ 𝐶𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦 

∆𝑉𝑡ℎ =  
𝑄𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦

𝐶𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦
     (1.7) 

 

1.4 Programming  

The AFG device uses Fowler-Nordheim tunneling to add or remove charge on the floating gate. 

This is done by tunneling electrons across the SiO2 barrier of the tunneling capacitors T1 and T2 

in Figure 1.6. Tunneling is enabled by applying high voltages across the tunneling capacitors, 

which is fabricated as a MOS capacitor on an n-well or p-well as shown in Figure 1.7. High electric 

field of 0.1-0.4 x 1010 V/m is generated using voltages between ±9-12V causing tunneling across 

the SiO2 barriers. The amount of charge added to or removed from the floating gate depends on 

the programming voltage and pulse width. 
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Below are basic properties for a simple AFG device that are highly desirable: 

1. Tunneling mechanism – ease of programming 

2. Directional programming – Bi-directional 

3. Fine trimming or Controlled trimming 

4. Low programming voltages 

5. Better charge stability and retention 

6. Large trim range 

7. Flexibility with process 

Accuracy of AFG devices depends on the smallest drain current change that can be 

produced due to programming. The FOM of AFG devices shown in Figure 1.6 is given by equation 

(1.8). 

𝐹𝑂𝑀 =  − log2 (
∆𝐼

𝐼
)      (1.8) 

AFG devices have extremely good charge retention due to electrical isolation of floating 

gate as it is surrounded by SiO2. 

 

1.5 Experimental Results: 

1.5.1 IV Characteristics of MOS Transistors 

A test chip was fabricated with AFG tunneling components connected to MOS transistors of 

different W/L ratios to verify the behavior. Figures 1.9, 1.10, 1.11 and 1.12 shows the IV 

characteristics of the MOS transistors used in the AFG circuit design. Curves in dotted lines 

correspond to simulated results and curves in solid lines correspond to measured results on silicon. 
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In each measurement the drain to source voltage is varied from 0.2V-1V in steps of 0.2V causing 

an increase in current through the MOS device. See Appendix A for test setup. 

 

Figure 1.9: Current-Voltage characteristics of a NMOS transistor of W/L dimensions 

1.05µm/1µm. Dotted lines represent the simulated and solid lines represent the measured results 

for respective drain-source voltage. 
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Figure 1.10: Current-Voltage characteristics of a NMOS transistor of W/L dimensions 

1.05µm/10µm. Dotted lines represent the simulated and solid lines represent the measured results 

for respective drain-source voltage. 
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Figure 1.11: Current-Voltage characteristics of a PMOS transistor of W/L dimensions 

1.05µm/1µm. Dotted lines represent the simulated and solid lines represent the measured results 

for respective drain-source voltage. 
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Figure 1.12: Current-Voltage characteristics of a PMOS transistor of W/L dimensions 

1.05µm/10µm. Dotted lines represent the simulated and solid lines represent the measured results 

for respective drain-source voltage. 

 

1.5.2 Tunneling Component Characteristics 

The electric field and tunnel current through the tunneling capacitors T1 and T2 seen in Figure 1.6 

are given by equations (1.9) and (1.10) respectively.  

𝑉 =
𝑉𝑜𝑥

𝑑
      (1.9) 

𝐽 = 𝑎𝐸2exp (−
𝑏

𝐸
)       (1.10) 

Figure 1.13 and Figure 1.14 show the tunneling characteristics of the tunneling component 

used. The Y-Axis represents tunnel current, the X-Axis represents voltage across the tunnel oxide 

(Vox), represented as TGP and TGN for tunneling capacitors T1 and T2 respectively. Figure 1.15 
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shows the layout of the tunneling component. Parameters a and b are fixed for a given technology 

and oxide interface; d is the oxide thickness. 

 

Figure 1.13: Positive tunneling Current-Voltage characteristics where the voltage on TGP is 

swept from 0V to 14V and the current through the supply and the POLY terminal is monitored. 

 

 

Figure 1.14: Negative tunneling Current-Voltage characteristics where the voltage on TGN is 

swept from -14V to 0V and current through the supply and the POLY terminal is monitored. 
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Figure 1.15: Layout of the tunneling component with pad connections in a test module to 

measure tunneling current. 

 

1.5.3 Charge retention of AFG Devices 

The AFG devices are programmed according to the description in section 1.4. And charge retention 

of AFG devices is measured by observing the change in drain current of the MOS transistor over 
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time. Devices using an NMOS transistor of W/L = 1.05/1 are programmed by 5 pulses of 9V 

supply and 100ms period with 50ms pulse width. The capacitance of the AFG is 2.6pF. The control 

gate is grounded during programming. 

AFG devices have shown a slight change in drain current in the first 24 hours after 

programming and are completely stable only after 48 hours. A rapid initial drift occurs during the 

first 24 hours after programming. This a possibility explained by trapped charge in the tunneling 

oxide [17, 18]. However long-term stability is better than 1% change over ten years. The charge 

can be readjusted after the initial wait time by reprogramming and does not need additional wait 

time. Table 1.1 shows the drain current change after initial programming and reprogramming of 4 

devices over time. 

Table 1.1: Drain current measurements of AFG devices during programming. 

Time Pulse Count Device1 Device2 Device3 Device4 

0 0 9.001E-10 1.354E-09 1.596E-09 1.806E-09 

0 +5 2.877E-05 2.800E-05 2.865E-05 3.075E-05 

24Hrs 0 2.710E-05 2.608E-05 2.671E-05 2.859E-05 

48Hrs 0 2.699E-05 2.597E-05 2.663E-05 2.843E-05 

48Hrs +1 No pulse No pulse 2.997E-05 3.192E-05 

120Hrs 0 2.661E-05 2.568E-05 2.971E-05 3.158E-05 

120Hrs +1 2.999E-05 No pulse No pulse No pulse 

144Hrs 0 3.007E-05 2.572E-05 2.962E-05 3.154E-05 
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CHAPTER 2 

OFFSET CORRECTION IN OPERATIONAL TRANSCONDUCTANCE AMPLIFIER1  

A transconductance amplifier is a circuit which generates an output current for a change in the 

input voltage. The differential Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA) creates an output 

current as a function of voltage difference between inputs IN1 and IN2, shown schematically in 

Figure 2.1.  

 

Figure 2.1: Schematic of wide-range Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA) circuit 

with differential input and single-ended output, where output voltage range is not affected by the 

input voltage change.  

                                                 
1 ©2018 IEEE. Portions Adapted, with permission, from U. Patel, S. Nimmalapudi, H. Stiegler, A. Marshall, K. Jarreau, "Enhancing 

circuit operation using analog floating gates," IEEE International Symposium on Quality Electronic Design (ISQED), March 

2018. 
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OTAs are important building blocks for a wide range of electronic circuits. OTAs show 

limitations and imperfect behavior in the real world due to deviations from ideal behavior caused 

by transistor mismatch and non-ideal current sources (see Chapter 1, Section 1.1 and 1.2). Previous 

studies of input offset in amplifiers shows a strong dependence on threshold voltage difference 

and current factor differences [1, 11]. There is also a multiplication factor for these differences 

depending upon the source of the mismatch and design of the amplifier. Input pair mismatch is the 

major contributor of offset. Some existing dynamic offset correction techniques are auto-zeroing, 

correlated double sampling and chopper stabilization [19]. All these techniques cause circuits to 

be either limited by bandwidth or involve high area, power or cost overhead. Some resistor trim 

techniques such as laser annealing, laser trim, poly fuse and Zener zapping are expensive and only 

allow one-time programming [4-6].  

The use of AFGs has been studied previously [20-23] but we present a modified technique 

that does not involve including AFG devices in the signal paths, which can impact performance 

and make programming of AFGs complex. 

 

2.1 Circuit Design for Offset Correction 

AFG devices can be used in different configurations to compensate for the input referred offset in 

operational amplifiers. One technique is to replace the differential input pair with AFG devices 

[21, 22] and program them to adjust for threshold voltage differences and current factor differences 

as shown in Figure 2.2. This approach can achieve a balanced state of the OTA and allows for 

adjustment to the common-mode range. There are, however, some disadvantages to this placement, 

most notably that it can cause reduction in bandwidth due to increased parasitic capacitance on the 
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input. It is complex to program as 1mV precision is required and because programming requires 

shorting the input pair sources to ground. Finally, stability over time is reduced, as the input pair 

placement results in sensitivity of less than 1mV of charge loss.  

 

Figure 2.2: OTA showing circled MOS devices that need to be replaced by AFG device to 

correct for input offset of the amplifier by adjusting the threshold of the input pair. 

 

An alternative, introduced here, is to modify the signal path. Here we use the AFG devices 

to shunt excess current produced due to mismatch. This can be achieved by using AFG devices 

either in the inner or outer current branches of the OTA. However, placement of AFG devices in 

outer branches impacts the frequency response and slew-rate performance of the OTA. The best 

option is to place AFG devices in the inner branches, to shunt excess difference in current to correct 

for input offset. The architecture in Figure 2.3 shows the approach used here for correcting input 

offset. 
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Figure 2.3: OTA architecture with AFG devices (AFG1 and AFG2) represented in blocks acting 

as current shunt devices to adjust the current imbalance thereby correcting for input offset caused 

by mismatch  

 

The drains of the MOS transistors in the AFG devices shown in Figure 1.3 are connected 

to the drains of the input pair M1 and M2 and sources of AFG devices are grounded. AFG devices 

can be programmed to appropriate charge levels to shunt the difference in DC current caused by 

mismatch, to balance the OTA. A balanced state can be achieved by using either a single AFG 

device or both AFG devices however, just balancing with a single AFG can lead to under mismatch 

at temperatures, see details below. Choosing appropriate device dimensions for the AFG MOS 

transistors is also important and will be studied in subsequent sections. 
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2.2 Performance Analysis 

Figure 2.4 compares a conventional OTA, without AFG devices (solid lines) and an OTA with 

AFG devices that are unprogrammed (datapoints). The gain, bandwidth and phase of the 

conventional OTA, and OTA with AFG devices remain virtually identical, showing no significant 

frequency impact caused by the additional AFG components. This indicates that the AFG circuitry 

does not disturb the OTA AC characteristics when unprogrammed. This retention of frequency 

performance is seen since only the DC path sees a change in current, and capacitance of the AFG 

drains is the only addition to capacitance. 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 2.4: AC characteristics of conventional OTA (solid line) and OTA with AFG devices that 

are not programmed (datapoints). (a) Phase and (b) Gain show that performance is unaffected by 

AFG circuitry. 

 

2.3 Offset Drift Over Temperature 

Temperature sensitivity is also an important metric. Simulation results for analysis of circuit 

mismatch over temperature are shown in Figure 2.5. An initial 15mV of input referred offset is 

assumed, due to mismatch of the input pair and is corrected by applying different offset currents, 

in accordance with Table 2.1. This is an approximately linear offset over the automotive 

temperature range of -40oC to 150oC.  

With a baseline 15mV threshold mismatch between input pair M1 and M2, untrimmed, we 

obtain a constant 15mV mismatch across temperature. Trimming to zero offset at 27oC as shown 

in Figure 2.5 does not automatically achieve the same offset over the whole temperature range. 

Different cases result in strikingly different results, as follows: 
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Figure 2.5: Offset temperature drift characteristics of OTA after trimming offset to zero at 27°C 

for various programming combinations of AFG devices. 

 

Table 2.1: Simulated AFG device voltages and currents states necessary to correct 15mV input 

offset at 27°C and offset drift measured over temperature. 

 
15mV offset between M1 & M2 devices 

Tail current = 10µA Offset in mV 

# VAFG1 (mV) VAFG2 (mV) IAFG1 (µA) IAFG2 (µA) 27 ºC -40 ºC 150 ºC 

1 937 0 0.685 0.009 0 11.2 -42 

2 981 895 1.1 0.41 0 9.5 -18.5 

3 1058 1015 2.2 1.5 0 6.8 -8.7 

4 1115 1085 3.4 2.72 0 4.8 -1.2 

 

Case 1: Only one AFG device used for trimming. While offset is improved at 27°C, instead of 

improving the offset over temperature, it becomes worse with temperature. This is because we are 

operating the AFG transistor near to its threshold voltage. Since MOS threshold voltage (VTH) is 
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not independent of temperature but the AFG voltage is fixed, we are adding an additional 

temperature dependency. 

 

Case 2: Both AFG devices are operating. The charge stored on the floating gates is higher than 

Case 1. An improvement in the temperature coefficient is observed, though it remains 

unacceptably large. This is due to charge on both AFG devices still being close to threshold voltage 

at room temperature.  

 

Case 3: Both AFG devices are operating here further from their Vth value, close to Vth + 0.1V 

(under room temperature conditions). The results further improve the temperature coefficient due 

to pushing the AFG devices into the saturation region.  

 

Case 4: Both AFG devices are operating further from their device Vth, giving an even lower 

temperature coefficient. Figure 2.5 shows that at higher temperatures the curve is not linear with 

respect to temperature. This issue is considered below.  

 

All the above cases show that increasing stored charge (voltage) on the AFG devices 

improve offset drift characteristics over temperature. This is because higher voltages move the 

AFG transistors into the saturation region of operation where performance is more stable. 

However, though we have a very low temperature coefficient, nonlinearity is introduced at higher 

temperatures because we are shunting more current through the AFG devices, leaving inadequate 

current to maintain the remainder of the circuit in a linear operational mode. This also impacts the 

OTA slew-rate, bandwidth and phase characteristics.  
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From this it is observed that shunting more current through the AFG devices, can improve 

offset over temperature but this is limited by the tail current. This can be resolved by increasing 

the tail current but depending on the initial offset we do not always need an excess of this current. 

To solve this, we propose a modification to the AFG device, as shown in Figure 2.6 and a modified 

OTA circuit in Figure 2.7 which provides additional tail current, at the level required by the 

circuitry. 

 

Figure 2.6: New AFG configuration. This device has the same charge storage, but has two 

outputs, one to direct current from the OTA circuit, another to correct the tail current. 

 

 

2.4 Maintaining Amplifier Output Loop Current 

By adding one more MOS transistor in the AFG circuit, which we use to mirror current back into 

the input pair, one can introduce just the additional current that is needed to operate the circuit and 

correct the offset. 

Figure 2.7 shows the configuration of the modified AFG-based OTA. Here M11 and M12 

are used in a feedback current scheme to add to the baseline tail current, through M13 and M14 
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current mirror. This permits significantly larger tail current which automatically adjusts depending 

on the AFG demand, and gives a circuit operation over temperature as shown in Figure 2.8, and 

Table 2.2. Using this design modification, the performance parameters are met without loss in the 

output current and with resultant improved offset drift characteristics over temperature. 

 

Figure 2.7: Circuit including AFG feedback scheme showing the additional shunt current 

through AFG devices being mirrored and added to the tail current. 
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Figure 2.8: Offset drift characteristics over temperature for the compensated circuit with AFG 

feedback scheme after correcting for offset at 27°C. 

 

Analysis for the circuit mismatch over temperature is done for the modified design shown 

in Figure 2.7 and results are shown in Figure 2.8. 

Table 2.2: Simulated performance characteristics of the modified OTA with current feedback 

scheme, showing offset drift over temperature after correction of offset at 27°C.  

 
Tail current = 10µA Offset in mV Characteristics 

15 mV 

 offset 

VAFG1 

(mV) 

VAFG2 

(mV) 

IAFG1 

(µA) 

IAFG2 

(µA) 

Feedback 

Current(µA) 

27 

ºC 

-40 

ºC 

150 

ºC 

Gain 

(dB) 

UGB 

(MHz) 

Phase 

(degree) 

1 1139 1101 4.07 3.095 7.31 0 2.81 -1.92 43.21 173.64 13.94 

2 1209 1177 6.3 5.11 11.50 0 1.3 -0.27 44.33 185.02 11.95 

3 1300 1272 10.07 8.79 18 0 0.23 0.45 46.08 196.39 9.07 

Baseline is ideal OTA (no mismatch, no AFG) Baseline 40.34 142.09 21 

 

Case 1: Stored charge on both AFG devices. Offset is zero at 27oC and is around 5mV from -40oC 

to 150oC. So, the temperature coefficient and linearity compared to the basic circuit are improved. 
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Case 2: Continuing to further increase the AFG currents shows a better temperature coefficient 

than Case 1. 

 

Case 3: This is the best case observed. Offset in this case is reduced to within ±0.5mV over the 

entire temperature range of -40oC to 150oC. 

 

With Case 3, gain and phase remains comparable with the “No AFG” version, as shown in 

Table 2.2. Marginal improvement in frequency performance is observed which is due to higher 

feedback current in the matched input pair. 

 

2.5 NMOS vs PMOS Offset Correction Performance 

Depending upon the design of our OTA we can use either AFG devices with PMOS or NMOS for 

offset correction. NMOS AFG transistors are used to correct the input offset of PMOS input pair 

OTAs. Similarly, PMOS AFG transistors are used to correct the input offset of NMOS input pair 

OTAs. Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10 show the temperature drift characteristics for NMOS AFG and 

PMOS AFG devices to correct the input offset. Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 show respective AFG 

voltages used for correction and the offset over temperature. It is observed that the voltages 

required by the PMOS AFG transistor devices is of the order of 2-3V whereas for NMOS AFG 

transistor devices it corresponds to about 1-2V. 
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Table 2.3: Simulated AFG device voltage states of NMOS input pair OTA showing offset drift 

over temperature. 

 

Tail Current of 10uA Offset (mV) 

15mv Offset Vafg1 (V) Vafg2 (V) 27 -40 150 

1 3.3 2.1396 0 8.5 -12.74 

2 2.45 2.1159 0 6.45 -5.2 

3 2.3 2.0498 0 3.01 -0.98 

4 2.2 1.9806 0 1.53 0.51 

 

 

Figure 2.9: Offset drift over temperature for NMOS input pair OTA with PMOS AFG devices 

after offset correction at 27°C. 
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Table 2.4: Simulated AFG device voltage states of PMOS input pair OTA showing offset drift 

over temperature. 

 

Tail Current of 10uA Offset (mV) 

15mV Offset Vafg1 (mV) Vafg2 (mV) 27 -40 150 

1 937 0 0 11.239 -42.02 

2 981 895 0 9.58 -18.43 

3 1058 1015 0 6.85 -8.72 

4 1115 1085 0 4.92 -1.158 

 

 

Figure 2.10: Offset drift over temperature for PMOS input pair OTA with NMOS AFG devices 

after offset correction at 27°C. 
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2.6 Performance vs Offset Magnitude 

Input offset correction of 15mV has been demonstrated above. It is also important to study the 

magnitude of input offset caused by process variations and offset correction that can be produced 

by using AFG devices. Figure 2.11 shows the statistical distribution of a simple OTA with device 

dimensions of W/L = 10µm/1µm. These results are obtained by running a Monte-Carlo analysis 

which introduces mismatch and process variations on all the devices in the OTA design. Statistics 

show that the input offset simulated varies from 26mV to -21mV. It is important to make sure that 

we can correct this entire offset range. Simulation with input offset of 15mV, 20mV and 30mV 

have been performed to test for any anomalous trimming effects of the OTA. 

 

Figure 2.11: Statistical distribution of 100 samples of OTAs with input offset simulated by 

introducing mismatch and process variations from the models. 
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Figure 2.12: Offset drift over temperature obtained from various programming combinations of 

AFGs for 15mV offset correction. 

 

 

Figure 2.13: Offset drift over temperature obtained from various programming combinations of 

AFGs for 20mV offset correction. 
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Figure 2.14: Offset drift over temperature obtained from various programming combinations of 

AFGs for 30mV offset correction. 

 

Table 2.5: Performance characteristics of the OTA after correction of 15mV input offset using 

AFG devices. 

 

AFG Voltages 15mV Offset Correction 

Vafg1 Vafg2 Gain(dB) PM(deg) UGF(Mhz) 

0 1.243 46.63 15.06 213.19 

0.9 1.26 46.69 14.94 213.89 

1 1.285 46.81 14.77 215.004 

1.1 1.328 46.98 14.45 216.983 

1.2 1.387 47.26 13.97 219.9 

1.3 1.459 47.6 13.35 223.68 
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Table 2.6: Performance characteristics of the OTA after correction of 20mV input offset using 

AFG devices. 
 

AFG Voltages 20mV Offset Correction 

Vafg1 Vafg2 Gain(dB) PM(deg) UGF(Mhz) 

0 1.308 46.74 15.28 214.58 

0.9 1.322 46.82 15.17 215.26 

1 1.345 46.91 14.99 216.37 

1.1 1.383 47.1 14.67 218.31 

1.2 1.437 47.38 14.18 221.17 

1.3 1.505 47.7 13.54 224.89 

 

Table 2.7: Performance characteristics of the OTA after correction of 30mV input offset using 

AFG devices. 

AFG Voltages 30mV Offset Correction 

Vafg1 Vafg2 Gain(dB) PM(deg) UGF(Mhz) 

0 1.416 46.99 15.75 217.21 

0.9 1.429 47.02 15.64 217.91 

1 1.448 47.12 15.44 218.96 

1.1 1.481 47.3 15.12 220.84 

1.2 1.529 47.51 14.6 223.61 

1.3 1.589 47.95 13.94 227.15 
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Figures 2.12, 2.13 and 2.14 show the offset drift characteristics over temperature for 

various magnitude of input offset. The offset drift behavior with respect to AFG device voltages 

is similar in all the three case. Tables 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 show the performance parameters for the 

corresponding offset magnitudes shown in Figures 2.12, 2.13 and 2.14. We can thus correct for 

even the worst case offset that is produced due to mismatch and process variations without 

significant performance changes to the original OTA design. 

 

2.7 Statistical Analysis 

Earlier work has shown that matching of devices can be improved by increasing their area [19, 21-

24]. Device dimensions is one thing that a circuit designer has control of to obtain good matching. 

Other matching optimization techniques include layout design and controlling the bias point. In 

this section we consider three cases of OTA design and their respective statistical distribution 

impact on input offset. The three cases are: Simple OTA, Correct-By-Design and OTA with AFG 

devices. The Simple OTA is designed with MOS devices of (W/L) 10µm/1µm. The Correct-By-

Design with dimensions 50(10µm/1µm), which is 50 fingers of 10µm/1µm. Here the aim was to 

increase the device dimensions and obtain performance parameters comparable to Simple OTA 

and compare the yield percentages as shown in Table 2.8. The OTA with AFG devices has been 

extensively studied in previous sections. These statistical distributions help us understand the 

advantages of using, the additional AFG devices by comparing their yield percentages. Monte-

Carlo analysis is done by including mismatch and process variations on all the devices in a design. 

Figure 2.15 shows the input offset distribution of the three cases. 
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Table 2.8: Performance parameters comparison of Correct-By-Design approach to reduce input 

offset and offset correction in OTA using AFG trim method. 

 

Parameters Correct-By-Design OTA with AFGs 

Gain 46.36dB 46.26dB 

Phase Margin 14.44° 14.75° 

Unity Gain Frequency 233.6Mhz 210Mhz 

Area 14784 µm2 13298 µm2 

Tail Current 500µA 10µA 

Yield 52% >99% 

 

The yield can be measured as percentage of parts that are within ±1mV input offset at 

125°C. This is a reasonable assumption of input offset based on previous works [25-29]. The 

reason for taking the measurement at 125°C instead of room temperature is to consider the worst-

case input offset caused by the OTA with AFG devices as this design is susceptible to change in 

offset with temperature. Once the AFG devices are programmed to correct at room temperature 

with approximately 1.2V on each AFG device, the input referred offset of the OTA is good over 

entire temperature range. The yield percentages obtained are: 11% for the Simple OTA, 52% for 

Correct-By-Design and greater than 99% for the OTA with AFG devices. Therefore, we conclude 

that OTA with AFG input offset trim is better compared to a Correct-By-Design circuit in terms 

of yield.  
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Figure 2.15: Statistical distribution of 1000 samples of OTAs with input offset simulated by 

introducing mismatch and process variations from the models with three different designs: 

Simple OTA of 10µm/1µm MOS devices, OTA of 10µm/1µm MOS devices with AFGs and 

Correct-By-Design with 50(10µm/1µm) MOS devices. 

 

2.8 Layout 

Table 2.9 shows the different versions of layout that has been designed allowing a detailed testing 

of OTA with and without AFG devices. 

Table 2.9: Different combinations of OTA layout versions designed and fabricated to perform 

detailed testing. 

 

OTA AFG Transistor Current Feedback 

Feedback 

Output 

AFG Capacitor size 

AFG Tunneling 

Component 

NMOS PMOS NO 1.05/1 1.5/10 None Mixed Separate NO YES 1C 0.75C 0.5C 0.25C NO NO YES 

 

Thirty-six test modules with the combinations mentioned in Table 2.9 with different 

NMOS and PMOS versions, AFG transistor sizes, current feedback connections, AFG capacitor 

sizes and use of tunneling component are designed. As process gradients affect matching of the 
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MOSFET devices, the input pair of the OTA is designed using cross coupling arrays as in a 

common centroid layout. Figure 2.16 shows layout of a cross-coupled pair used in the OTA design. 

 

Figure 2.16: PMOS cross-coupled input pair using common centroid layout with four MOS 

devices of 5µm/1µm W/L dimensions. 

 

Each device in this layout is of W/L dimensions 5µm/1µm. Figure 2.17 and 2.18 shows the 

PMOS and NMOS current mirrors used with devices of W/L dimensions 10µm/1µm. 

 

Figure 2.17: PMOS diode connected current mirror with MOS devices of 10µm/1µm W/L 

dimensions. 
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Figure 2.18: NMOS diode connected current mirror with MOS devices of 10µm/1µm W/L 

dimensions. 

 

Figure 2.19 shows a simple PMOS input pair OTA layout. Modification are done to the 

simple OTA to obtain various versions of layout in Figure 2.20 to 2.24 with different AFG 

transistor dimensions and current feedback mechanism used. For simplicity the AFG capacitor and 

the tunneling components are excluded from these layout figures. Only a single AFG transistor 

version is shown with devices of W/L dimensions 1.05µm/10µm. The poly of these AFG 

transistors is left floating in these layouts but is connected to the AFG capacitor and AFG tunneling 

component in the final versions which is shown in Figure 2.25. 
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Figure 2.19: Simple PMOS input pair OTA layout with cross-coupled input pair using common 

centroid layout, PMOS and NMOS current mirrors. 

 

 

Figure 2.20: OTA with two AFG transistor with floating gates which are later connected to 

tunneling components. 
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Figure 2.21: OTA with two AFG transistor in mixed current feedback scheme with floating gates 

which are later connected to tunneling components.  

 

 

Figure 2.22: OTA with two AFG transistor in separate current feedback scheme with floating 

gates which are later connected to tunneling components. 
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Figure 2.23: OTA with two AFG transistor connected in separate current feedback scheme with 

output to measure the AFG transistor current. 

 

 

Figure 2.24: OTA with single AFG transistor connected as regulating devices rather than as 

shunt.  
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Figure 2.25: Final OTA layout with AFG capacitor and AFG tunneling components with pad 

connections. 

 

Figure 2.26 shows a complete module layout with two OTA versions, of dimensions 

1120µm x 210µm. On the left-hand side is the OTA with AFG transistor gates directly controlled 

by pads for debugging purpose and on the right-hand side is actual OTA design with AFG device. 

 

Figure 2.26: Test module layout with two OTAs showing the connections to pads and pin 

number configuration. The process is an analog 0.13µm, TI HPE035 technology.  

 

 

 

2.9 Test Plan 

Each module includes two Operational Transconductance Amplifiers (OTA). See Appendix B for 

complete test plan on all the layout designs. Offset correction performance of an OTA design with 

AFG devices in an A-module is studied here. The electrical hookup information of a module is 
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show in Table 2.10 and Figure 2.27 shows the schematic of a A-module. Figure 2.28 shows the 

flow chart of test plan for this circuit. VDD and GND are power supply connections. 

Table 2.10: Electrical hookup information of OTAs in a test module with respective pin to pad 

connections. 

 

Signal  

Name 

OTA1 PIN 

Connection 

OTA2 PIN 

Connection 

VDD 18 7 

GND 1 11 

IN1 4 13 

IN2 3 14 

Out 17 8 

Itail 2 12 

TN1 na 6 

TP1 na 5 

TN2 na 10 

TP2 na 9 

V1 19 na 

V2 20 na 

I1 na na 

I2 na na 
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IN1 and IN2 are the differential inputs, Out is the output and Itail is used to set the tail 

current of the OTAs. TN1 and TN2 are negative programming terminals and TP1 and TP2 are 

positive programming terminals of the AFG devices in the OTA. Some versions of modules have 

V1 and V2 defined instead of including programming terminals, indicating that the AFG 

transistors are directly controlled through a pad for detailed analysis of the circuit.  

 

Figure 2.27: OTA circuit with AFG devices in mixed-feedback scheme and their respective 

electrical hookup pin connections. 

 

The input offset of the OTA of interest, in this case OTA2, is measured over the 

temperature range -40°C to 125°C. First, the appropriate single AFG device is programmed to 

correct the input offset at 25°C and input offset over temperature is measured. Then we program 

both the AFG devices to correct the input offset and measure the input offset over temperature.  
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Figure 2.28: Flow chart showing steps involved in sample test setup of input offset correction of 

OTA and measuring the offset drift characteristics over temperature with number of insertions. 
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We subsequently increase the charge on the floating gates by incrementally programming 

both the AFG devices, correcting for input offset, and measure the input offset over the entire 

temperature range. This determines the input offset drift with temperature, for various AFG 

voltages. Supply current is always monitored, allowing any change in current produced after 

programming an AFG device to be seen. This is approximately twice the actual AFG device shunt 

current because of the circuit configuration. 

 

2.10 Silicon Results 

Figure 2.29 and Figure 2.30 show the offset numbers in millivolts for circuit in Figure 2.27 on two 

wafers. The offset numbers shown in red in Figure 2.29 and Figure 2.30 are the devices that have 

been considered for offset correction using AFG devices and to study their temperature drift 

characteristics.  

Figure 2.31 shows best-case scenarios of offset correction in the OTA using AFGs, over 

temperature. 18 DUTs have been considered, these are 9 NMOS input pair OTAs and 9 PMOS 

input pair OTAs. The initial offset of each DUT is shown to the right of the Figure 2.31. Input 

offset is corrected at 27°C and input offset drift characteristics are shown over temperature. It is 

observed that temperature dependence of offset characteristics is not the same for all DUTs. This 

is because of the mismatch throughout the circuit instead of just between the input transistors. The 

corrected input offset target is ±1mV, as shown in the dotted lines in Figure 2.31. Further increase 

of AFG current can bring all DUTs into ±1mV input offset target range. Both PMOS and NMOS 

input pair OTAs show similar trend. 
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Figure 2.29: Wafer 1: Input referred offset measured for each device on silicon wafer for the 

OTA circuit in Figure 2.27. The devices in red are considered for AFG offset correction. 
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Figure 2.30: Wafer 2: Input referred offset measured for each device on silicon wafer for the 

OTA circuit in Figure 2.27. The devices in red are considered for AFG offset correction. 
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Figure 2.31: Offset drift characteristics over temperature of OTA with AFG devices after 

correction of initial offset at 27°C. 

 

Figure 2.32 show the shmoo plots of silicon showing the yield comparison between OTA 

with AFG trim and Correct-By-Design techniques. Shmoos for yield percentage within ±1mV and 

±2mV is calculated. Yield for the Correct-By-Design technique remains constant over 

temperature. The temperature dependent characteristics of the AFG trim version shows that yield 

is affected at higher temperature, but this can further be improved by increasing the charge on the 

AFG devices.  
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Figure 2.32: Yield comparison of OTA with AFG trim and Correct-By-Design techniques for 

yield percentages within ±1mV and ±2mV input offset range. AFG trim version has better yield 

compared to Correct-By-Design techniques as the number of failures are less with this approach 

to correct the input offset. 

 

 

2.11 Summary 

A new methodology for correcting offset of Operational transconductance amplifier using Analog 

Floating Gate devices is demonstrated. Circuitry developed automatically retains AFG charge, 

therefore retaining Op-Amp offset. The proposed methodology results in input offset correction 

for continuous time operation and avoids performance tradeoff due to previous methods [21-27]. 
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Tradeoff for existing offset trim techniques is shown in Figure 2.33. Table 2.11 shows the 

statistical comparison of mean and standard deviation of input offset achieved with previous 

techniques [25-27]. 

 

Figure 2.33: Traditional vs AFG offset correction techniques performance for Op-Amps. AFG 

offset correction technique shows better performance except for noise. 

 

Table 2.11: Statistical comparison of input offset distribution of this work with existing 

techniques. 

 

Work [25] [26] [27] This work 

Technology 0.13µm 0.18µm 0.35µm 0.13µm 

Supply 1.5V 1.8V 3.3V 3.3V 

Mean 200µV - 1.898mV 60µV 

Standard Deviation 3.13mV 3.3-15mV - 0.161mV 

Power 0.72mW 10mW 0.6mW 0.062mW 

Area 14.2K µm2 44.3K µm2 17.5K µm2 13.7K µm2 

 

Table 2.12 shows state-of-the-art AFG offset correction designs [30]. The input offset 

accuracy achieved using AFG devices here is ±11µV and the input offset temperature drift is 

1.16µV/°C, which are comparable to existing industry standards [28, 29]. This can further be 
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improved at the expense of increasing the number of convergence pulses. This work shows that 

the use of AFG trim enables smaller OTA circuit devices to be used allowing for lower operating 

currents and higher frequencies. A novel current feedback scheme ensures offset voltages remain 

within prescribed limits over the automotive temperature operating range. 

Table 2.12: AFG state-of-art for offset correction. This work shows better performance except 

for area which is mainly due to the capacitor used which can be reduced at expense of long-term 

behavior.  

 

State-of-art [30] This work 

Supply 3.3 3.3 

Technology 0.5µm 0.13µm 

Programming Hot Electron and FN Fowler-Nordheim 

Offset Drift 130µV/170°C 116µV/100°C 

Power 66µW 62.7µW 

Area 5175µm2 13697µm2 

UGF 10Mhz 210Mhz 

Gain 63dB 46dB 

Offset Accuracy ±25µV (0.1%) ±11µV (0.05%) 

Convergence 7-12 pulses 7-13 pulses 
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CHAPTER 3 

SELF-CORRECTING OP-AMP INPUT OFFSET 

Low input offset is important in high precision Op-Amps. However, input offset errors caused by 

mismatch in differential signal paths as a result of random variations are unavoidable even with 

optimum layout techniques [31]. A relatively new method, the use of Analog Floating Gate (AFG) 

devices, to enable correction, has been discussed, improved and implemented in previous chapters. 

However, unlike some other methods AFG devices tend to lose charge over time, typically up to 

a few mV per year [32-35]. Larger devices, such as used here can retain supply voltage to within 

10mV over 10 years, but this is at the expense of die area. As a result, techniques that automatically 

recalibrate the AFG charge and retain the Op-Amp offset target throughout the product lifetime 

are highly desirable.  

 

3.1 AFG Correction and Charge Loss 

 As we discussed above, we can implement an OTA with input offset correction that utilizes AFG 

devices [35-40]. While this is a valuable technique, AFG devices tend to lose charge due to leakage 

over time. Typically, this loss is small, but it can affect long-term functionality of the Op-Amp 

[30, 40]. This chapter discusses advanced techniques that correct for input pair mismatch using 

AFG memory in Transconductance Op-Amps.  

Since AFG devices are programmed once during the test phase, it is impractical to store 

the AFG charge state on the chip as this would duplicate the programmed state value in a digital 

or other form. However, since all the similar Op-Amps in the IC have the same nominal output 

DC conditions, we can utilize this to re-balance an Op-Amp whose input offset has drifted. This 
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is the same for all OTA amplifiers on-chip and does not require duplication of the stored AFG 

state to reprogram to the correct offset. Correcting for offset drift means the stored charge can be 

reduced, making the AFG devices much smaller. For example, to guarantee a 10mV drift over 10 

years, we need a charge storage element that is 11,934µm2. We can achieve the same accuracy 

using AFG storage element that is 864µm2 if it only needs to guarantee a 10mV drift over 1 month. 

This allows for making the circuit considerably smaller, even after allowing for the additional area 

of the correction circuitry. A feedback mechanism to correct for offset in-situ and bring the OTA 

into balance is examined below. 

 

3.2 AFG Charge Loss Compensation 

Over time AFG devices tend to lose charge and several factors can impact their charge stability, 

including tunneling, gate oxide thickness, gate area and equivalent floating gate capacitance. 

Precision voltage trim is possible with good charge stability in many cases [39], but with an 

autocorrect mechanism we can reduce the capacitance of the floating gate capacitor, potentially 

reducing die area. Typically, charge loss is low, but because AFGs require millivolt precision, 

even a small charge loss can result in unacceptable mismatch. In addition, charge loss will not be 

at same rate for all AFG devices or all voltages. In the OTA, we can use a single or both AFG 

devices to correct for input offset drift. Results from accelerated charge loss models show that, 

using both AFG devices to correct for offset has a lower net offset drift rate compared to using a 

single AFG device correction. This is also the case for operation over temperature [40].  

To correct for offset, first it must be determined if the OTA is out of specification. Then, 

the AFG devices need adjustment to correct for offset preset due to charge loss. Previous work 
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using AFG devices in OTA show programming for offset correction during initial testing [30, 34]. 

In these cases, we did not consider offset due to charge loss over time. Here a method to reset the 

offset to within the target range is used to correct for any charge loss in the AFG devices. 

Vin_offset = 
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡−𝑉𝑜1

𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛
     (3.1) 

Using equation (3.1), the differential output offset voltage drift is detected, and we can confine it 

to a specific range to achieve input offset voltage target. Fig 3.1 shows two cases of offset present 

in the OTA and how we can trim the AFG devices to correct for offset and put the OTA back to a 

balanced zero offset state. 

 
Figure 3.1: Programming AFG devices to bring OTA to balanced state based on the offset 

present. AFG1 and AFG2 state = 1 indicates programming and state = 0 implies the AFG device 

is idle. 

 

The target range output offset voltage is shown inside the dotted lines. If the OTA is out of 

specification due to charge loss, the output voltage drifts from the target range when the inputs are 

held at the same voltage. The output voltage is adjusted by charging one of the AFG device to 
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bring it back into the target range. This is done by programming the AFG devices according to the 

offset present with short pulses. The right of Figure 3.1 shows the programming state of the AFG 

devices based on the offset present. We apply programming pulses either to AFG1 or AFG2. Here 

state = 1 indicates programming and state = 0 implies the AFG device is idle. We have compared 

the output node and its mirror node using a simple comparator to bring the OTA to a balanced state 

to achieve very low input offset voltage. The AFG devices in OTA can be programmed with short 

pulses to correct the offset to target range. The offset present in the comparator does impact the 

target input offset for the OTA but is scaled by the gain factor of the OTA resulting in a very small 

input referred offset. 

 

3.3 Self-Correcting Offset Trimming 

We need to accurately trim VTH by applying short programming pulses and adjusting pulse width 

and program voltage based on the accuracy required, and it is possible to achieve a predefined 

input offset target range [41]. Here we introduce integrated self-correcting circuitry, whereby the 

feedback circuit periodically senses the output offset when the inputs of the Op-Amp are held at 

the same fixed voltage. Any unbalance of the Op-Amp is corrected by modifying the charge on 

the AFG devices to adjust offset to within the required specification. The Op-Amp is brought to 

the balanced state each time we perform a correction. By adjusting the offset using incremental 

programming pulses, we can rebalance to the input offset targets. 

Prior analysis of properties related to the Op-Amp design and characteristics of the AFG 

devices play a significant role in accurate offset correction. Figure 3.2 shows a feedback loop with 

the control signals for the AFG devices. This is the basic AFG based OTA, but other versions 
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discussed in Chapter 2 are also included on the test chip. Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 show the 

programming waveforms correcting for both positive and negative 15mV offset introduced by an 

input pair width variation. 

 

Figure 3.2: Programming AFG devices with a feedback programming circuitry to adjust the 

current through the AFG devices connected to the OTA such that the OTA is balanced.  

 

Respective AFG device is programmed based on the polarity of input offset present in the 

OTA. The output generally begins by being offset enough that it is clamped to either VDD or 

GND based on the offset present within the OTA. First, both AFG devices are coarsely 

programmed with pulses of around 12V to adjust the floating gate voltage to approximately 

1.2V, as this baseline voltage results in achieving better offset drift characteristics over 

temperature. Then the feedback circuit is enabled, and short programming pulses are applied to 

the appropriate AFG. The output is then corrected to its balance voltage which here is VDD - 

VTH. 
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Figure 3.5 shows switching between normal and programming modes and vice-versa. A 

2mV peak to peak input differential sinusoid shows severe distortion at the output initially, before 

the trim has been done. The OTA is then put into programming mode and corrected for offset. 

Here, input offset is corrected by 10KHz programming pulses on the AFG devices with a 50% 

duty cycle. This produces an offset target of ~170µV. After correcting for offset, it again reverts 

to operational mode and is observed to produce a linearly amplified sinusoidal signal at the output. 

 

Figure 3.3: Waveform for input offset correction of intentional +15mV. The output is initially 

clamped to power rail at 3.08V and both the AFG devices are coarsely programmed to 1.22V. 

An AFG1 is then finely trimmed to adjust the output to 2.3V, which is one threshold from 3.3V 

supply indicating the balanced state of the OTA. 
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Figure 3.4: Waveform for input offset correction of intentional -15mV. The output is initially 

clamped to power rail at 0.78V and both the AFG devices are coarsely programmed to 1.22V. 

AFG2 is then finely trimmed to adjust the output to 2.3V, which is one threshold from 3.3V 

supply indicating the balanced state of the OTA. 
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Figure 3.5: Switching between normal-programming-normal modes of operation. Waveform for 

input offset correction of intentional +15mV. The output is initially clamped to power rail at 

3.08V producing a distorted signal for an input small signal of ±2mV sinusoid. Both the AFG 

devices are coarsely programmed to 1.22V and AFG1 is finely trimmed to adjust the output to 

2.3V, which is one threshold from 3.3V supply indicating the balanced state of the OTA. The 

amplified output after offset correction shows a linearly amplified sinusoidal signal. 

 

 

 

3.4 Programming Logic 

The programming feedback circuit block in Figure 3.2 comprises a comparator, logic and level 

shifters. Periodically (typically weekly or monthly) the circuitry is activated. This can be initiated 

by any convenient signal, say from a clock power up or external stimulus. The comparator senses 

any output offset drift and recalibrates the AFG devices using the level shifters (LS) as shown in 

Figure 3.6. The feedback circuit digital logic uses four inputs S1, S2, S3 and S4. Initially the OTA 
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inputs are held at fixed input voltage within the normal operation range. S1 is a one-time pulse 

signal applied to capture the state of the OTA using a comparator or filter or peak detector or 

current detector or merge detector which accounts for the input offset. The logic determines the 

direction for programming the AFG devices based on the type of offset present in the OTA, i.e. 

either positive or negative offset. S2 is an enable signal for re-programming. Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 

3.5 show S2 operation. S3 and S4 are non-overlapping clocks. A programming signal is generated 

from these and level shifted to program the respective AFG device. Another similar circuit can be 

employed for negative programming using TGN inputs of the AFG devices instead of TGP inputs. 

S3 is used to break the combinational feedback that exists from output of the OTA to AFG devices 

during correction. The pulse width of the programming signal is determined by S4. Using this 

feedback circuit, incremental changes of charge on the AFG devices are made with each 

programming pulse until the offset target is met. The programming automatically stops after the 

comparator value is toggled from its initial state as captured from source S1. 

 
Figure 3.6: Programming circuit which takes output signal of the OTA and outputs feedback 

signals (TGP1 and TGP2) to AFG devices within the OTA. 
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Figure 3.7: OTA with AFG devices shown in dotted red box and programming circuitry in solid 

black box which takes output signal of the OTA and outputs feedback signals (TGP1 and TGP2). 

These signals are amplified externally and feedback to the AFG devices in the OTA for this test 

chip, so level shifters were not included in the layout. The area of the digital circuitry is not 

optimized but still it accounts for about one-fourth of the total AFG storage elements. 

 

3.5 Autocorrect OTA Silicon Results 

An AFG trimmed OTA is randomly chosen and the output voltage during the auto-trim test over 

time is shown in Figure 3.8. The target range for input offset correction is set to ±1mV. The OTA 

initially has approximately 2mV of input referred offset. The region ‘A’ shows that the initial 

output voltage is around 2V and is outside the specification required. The region ‘B’ shows an 

abrupt change in the output voltage to 0.356mV. This is the result of programming the OTA AFG1 

to around 1.2V and the resultant current is 0.8µA (the specification required for achieving and 

AFG corrected OTA over temperature). We achieve this with 400 pulses of 9.5V at a 5ms pulse 

width (compared to 9V-12V 50ms pulses when using the probe tester to achieve precise offset 

trimming). Following initial programming the auto-correction circuit of Figure 3.2 is enabled 

allowing the AFG2 to be programmed until the output (OUT) voltage reaches a threshold 

(OUT_M) of 2.26V, which is one Vth down from the 3.3V supply as shown in region ‘C’. After 

479 programming pulses to AFG2, the AFG trimming stops automatically. Marker ‘M1’ indicates 

the output cross-over point where both the AFG devices carry equal 0.8µA currents (~1.2V on the 
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floating gate). An additional 0.05µA on AFG2 balances the OTA circuit. Region ‘D’ shows the 

balanced state output voltage of the OTA with a correction of  the input referred offset to -78µV, 

within the target specification range. 

 
Figure 3.8: OTA output voltage during the input offset auto-correction test. Region ‘A’: 2mV of 

input offset with no AFG programmed. Region ‘B’: 15mV of input offset with AFG1 

programmed. Region ‘C’: Auto-correction enabled and AFG2 is programmed. Region ‘D’: 

Offset corrected.  

  

3.6 Summary 

A methodology for correcting offset of an Operational transconductance amplifier using Analog 

Floating Gate devices has been demonstrated. We have further developed circuitry that 

automatically corrects for drifted AFG charge, therefore maintaining the required Op-Amp offset 

specifications. Rapid recalibration is achieved using feedback circuitry, avoiding tester cost or 

prohibitively large AFG devices. The proposed methodology results in input offset correction for 

continuous time operation and avoids performance tradeoff due to alternative correction methods 
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or Correct-By-Design circuits. The method also allows storage capacitor area to be reduced, 

minimizing chip area as shown in the layout (Figure 3.7) though full 8X capacitance for AFG 

device was used in this case. In practice the area of the OTA with AFG programming circuitry is 

2.54X smaller than the OTA with 8X capacitor for each AFG. But the auto-correct circuitry needs 

to be activated every 6 months compared to 10 years of retention capability of OTA with 8X 

capacitor for AFG devices. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PROGRAMMABLE VOLTAGE SUPERVISOR USING AFG DEVICES 

A Voltage supervisor is a circuit that monitors a supply rail and outputs a signal to a system when 

the voltage on the supply rail crosses a reference threshold voltage. The voltage supervisor finds 

application in systems where there is performance degradation or a complete system failure if the 

supply or other voltage drifts out of specification [42-45]. Voltage supervisors are most commonly 

paired with DC-DC converters, power management circuits, temperature sensors, microcontrollers 

or processors for monitoring unpredictable circuit behavior. A block diagram of a typical voltage 

supervisor is shown in Figure 4.1 where the “Supply Rail” voltage is monitored and provides an 

output or outputs to reset or set a system.  

 
Figure 4.1: Block diagram of voltage supervisor with single supply and N outputs generated by 

individual comparator, reset logic and timer blocks.  
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Here we present a new programmable voltage supervisor architecture implemented using 

an AFG device for generating a voltage reference. We propose a design that allows power supplies 

ranging from 0.9V to 3.6V which operates from -40°C to 85°C using 0.13µm CMOS technology. 

The voltage trip point is programmable by referencing an AFG device. Voltage is shown ranging 

from 0.4V to 3.1V with the stated goal of accuracy within ±2% and a reduced power consumption 

compared to prior designs. This chapter focuses on the voltage reference block and application of 

AFG device in its design. A brief working of the voltage supervisor is discussed to demonstrate a 

possible solution with the voltage reference designed. 

 

4.1 Voltage Reference 

Voltage sources derive voltage from a supply and provide a supply independent output voltage. 

Voltage references however are circuits that are used as a reference or for comparison. Voltage 

sources therefore usually require a voltage reference circuit. Voltage reference circuits provide a 

voltage that is generally independent of supply voltage and temperature. They have a variety of 

applications in control systems and data converters where there is a need for a fixed voltage. Much 

research has occurred in developing reliable reference circuits [46-51]. The voltage reference is a 

common component of integrated circuits and the performance of many blocks depends on 

accuracy of the reference circuit. Precision, temperature, power supply dependence and drift over 

time are some of the key parameters to be considered in the design of a reference circuit. We 

address these key issues in developing a programmable voltage reference circuit that employs an 

analog floating gate (AFG) device. 
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Bandgap reference circuits are a common way of implementing a voltage reference circuit. 

These designs typically use bipolar junction transistors (BJTs) or diodes in bipolar, BiCMOS as 

well as CMOS technologies. Bandgap references are derived from a combination of the bandgap 

voltage of silicon which has a negative temperature coefficient, and the positive temperature 

coefficient of a resistor. Ideally, these provide a constant, approximately 1.2V reference over 

temperature after cancellation of the first order temperature dependences. Commonly, any 

mismatch in the design components are corrected using post-fabrication techniques. As transistors 

scale matching becomes worse and at the same time, analog supply voltages have reduced, forcing 

sub-1V references to be implemented [49, 52-54]. Many circuits rely on the absolute accuracy of 

the voltage reference circuit; therefore, accuracy and thermal stability are important factors in the 

voltage reference circuit. Several techniques have been developed for non-bandgap voltage 

references [54-56]. One such method is the use of AFG devices to build a voltage reference circuit 

and provide output voltage flexibility. The analog memory of AFG devices allows for precise 

trimming of threshold voltage of a MOS transistor which can be used for a variety of applications 

[40]. 

 

4.2 Voltage Reference Circuit Analysis 

The design we describe is derived from a commonly used Operational Transconductance 

Amplifier (OTA) (Figure 4.2) with a few modifications. The OTA is connected in unity feedback 

mode with one input (IN2) connected to the floating gate of an AFG device as shown in Figure 

4.3. Since the input of the OTA is an AFG, the input value is held constant once the AFG is 

programmed. 
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the operational transconductance amplifier, showing the balanced 

structure of the circuit with differential inputs IN1 and IN2 and output OUT. 

 

The output reference voltage value tracks the floating gate node voltage. To improve power 

supply independence on the output reference voltage another circuit with the sources of M7 and 

M8 are regulated by a feedback OTA that controls the gate of transistor M9 as shown in Figure 

4.4. The OTA output voltage is stable over temperature and we know that charge on the floating 

gate is fixed. Therefore, the temperature coefficient of the output voltage depends on the AFG 

capacitor type. A better output voltage temperature coefficient can be achieved using a capacitor 

with low capacitance variations with temperature by this design. The power performance of the 

voltage reference circuit in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 is determined by the tail current used. The 
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tail current in Figure 4.4 is not connected to the regulating node (M9 drain) to improve the 

allowable programming range for the reference circuit and avoid startup issues. 

 
Figure 4.3: Voltage reference circuit with unity feedback OTA and AFG device connected to the 

input of the OTA shown in solid black box. 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Voltage reference circuit with unity feedback OTA with supply regulation provided 

by OTA in dotted red box and AFG device connected to the input of the OTA in solid black box. 
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4.3 Simulation Results 

 

Figure 4.5: Simulation results for voltage reference circuit over temperature range -40°C to 85°C 

of circuit shown in Figure 4.3 for supply voltages 0.9V to 3.6V in steps of 0.1V. 

 

The behavior of the circuits in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 were simulated. For simulation and 

evaluation of the characteristics of the circuit we used a constant voltage source to replace the AFG 

device represented as IN2. Here, the input AFG voltage is set to 0.4V. The operating temperature 

ranges from -40°C to 85°C. The power supply ranges from 0.9V to 3.6V. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 

represent the parametric run with power supply range of 0.9V to 3.6V in steps of 0.1V and 

operating temperature range -40°C to 85°C with output reference voltage of 0.4V for circuits in 

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. The flow chart in Figure 4.7 shows the sequential steps used for 

the complete simulation set of reference values from 0.4V to 3.1V. The value of IN2 is set to 0.3V 

and is incremented by 0.1V for every temperature test until it reaches 3.1V. For each test we run a 
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parametric sweep of the power supply in steps of 0.1V. The temperature coefficient is computed 

for each run. 

 

 
Figure 4.6: Simulation results for voltage reference over temperature range -40°C to 85°C of 

circuit shown in Figure 4.4 for supply voltages 0.9V to 3.6V in steps of 0.1V. 

 

The output voltage reference is almost constant for the circuit depicted in Figure 4.4 

compared to the circuit in Figure 4.3. The circuit of Figure 4.4 has a smaller coefficient due to 

improved supply independence, but at the expense of an additional OTA. The simulation results 

show that the worst-case temperature coefficient obtained for an output reference voltage of 0.4V 

is better than 39.96 ppm/°C for circuit in Figure 4.3 and 1.76 ppm/°C for the circuit in Figure 4.4. 

The temperature coefficient improves with higher reference voltages. The accuracy of the voltage 

reference circuit is better than 0.03%. The circuit design used here shows that the temperature 

coefficients obtained are compared to previous reference works as shown in Table 4.1 though the 
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AFG option has improved flexibility in providing output reference voltages and operates over a 

wide power supply range. 

Table 4.1: Voltage reference performance parameters compared to previous designs. 

Parameters [57] [58] [59] [50] This Work 

Technology(µm) 0.13 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.13 

Minimum Supply(V) 0.75 0.55 0.242 1.08 0.9 

Maximum Supply(V) 1.6 1 0.4 1.32 3.6 

Voltage Reference (V) 256m 241m 195.6m 641m 400m to 3.1 

Temperature Range (C) -20 to 85 0 to 100 10 to 90 -25 to 120 -40 to 85 

TC (ppm/C) 40 150 134 12.9 1.76 

Power(µW) 0.17 482 5.35 24 0.72 

Type MOS-BJT CMOS CMOS MOS-BJT MOS-AFG 
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Figure 4.7: Flow chart of the voltage reference simulation setup with output reference values 

ranging from 04.V to 3.1V for supply voltages 0.9V to 3.6V and temperature range -40°C to 

85°C.  
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Table 4.2 shows the simulations results obtained by extending the AFG device voltage 

from 0.4V to 1V for circuit in Figure 4.4. These results show that voltage reference circuit has a 

better temperature coefficient and accuracy at higher AFG voltages. 

Table 4.2: Temperature coefficient and Accuracy of the voltage reference circuit in Figure 4.2 

for output voltages reference of 0.4V to 1V. The accuracy and temperature coefficients improve 

for higher reference voltages.  

 

VAFG (V) Tempco (ppm/°C) Accuracy (±%) 

0.4 1.76 0.011 

0.5 1.28 0.008 

0.6 1.12 0.007 

0.7 0.96 0.006 

0.8 0.8 0.005 

0.9 0.76 0.005 

1 0.64 0.004 

 

4.4 Statistical Analysis 

Simulation results of the circuit in Figure 4.4 show that the worst temperature coefficient is 

obtained with lowest power supply voltage (0.9V) and lowest AFG device voltage (400mV). A 

100 sample Monte-Carlo analysis introduces mismatch and process variation on all the 

components of the voltage reference circuit shown in Figure 4.4. All runs use a power supply of 

0.9V, with AFG device programmed such that output voltage is close to 400mV.  
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Figure 4.8: Statistical distribution of voltage reference output voltage with mismatch and process 

variations. The AFG device in each sample circuit is programmed to output voltage reference 

value close to 0.4V. 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Voltage reference circuit output measured over temperature range -40°C to 85°C for 

100 circuit samples who’s output reference voltages have been approximately trimmed to 0.4V. 
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Figure 4.8 shows the distribution of the output reference voltage after programming. 

Temperature sweeps were also run to measure the temperature coefficient of each of the Figure 

4.8 devices and results are shown in Figure 4.9. The worst-case temperature coefficient observed 

was 22ppm/°C. 

 

4.5 Layout 

 

Figure 4.10: Layout of modified unity feedback OTA with positive differential input left floating 

which is later connected to an AFG device. The red dotted box represents the circuit schematic 

for the layout. 

 

Layouts for the circuit in Figure 4.4 were fabricated and a version of the layout without an 

AFG device is also included to test the circuit performance alone. This is convenient for debugging 

and circuit performance purposes. Figure 4.10 shows the layout of the modified unity feedback 

OTA that is connected to an AFG device as shown in the dotted box. The AFG device is not shown 

in this layout. Figure 4.11 shows the layout of a simple OTA that regulates the supply voltage for 
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the voltage reference circuit as shown within the dotted box. A complete layout version including 

the AFG device and respective pad connections is shown in Figure 4.12. For complete test chip 

layout see Appendix C. 

 

Figure 4.11: Layout of simple OTA that is used to regulate supply dependence of the voltage 

reference circuit to improve supply independence. The red dotted box represents the block 

diagram for the layout. 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Voltage reference circuit layout into standard test pad array, including the AFG 

device. The red dotted box shows the voltage reference circuit portion of the test module.  
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4.6 Silicon Results 

Silicon results of the voltage reference circuit are tabulated in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. These show the 

temperature coefficient obtained without and with the AFG device respectively. The poor 

temperature coefficient results with the AFG device included in the circuit is due to the temperature 

coefficient of the AFG capacitor used. AFG capacitors used in our designs are NWELL capacitor 

(Cap1) and TaN-POLY capacitor (Cap2). The TaN-POLY capacitor gives better temperature 

performance accuracy for the voltage reference circuits. Accuracy results are shown in Tables 4.5 

and 4.6. 

Even with the poor temperature coefficient of the capacitor the accuracy is within 

specification for a voltage reference value greater than 0.628V. Figure 4.13 shows two different 

version of the capacitors available in the process. Table 4.7 shows accuracy results of a voltage 

reference circuit with a TaN-POLY capacitor (Cap2) which has a better temperature coefficient 

compared to the NWELL capacitor (Cap1). The accuracy results are improved approximately by 

50% using a TaN-POLY capacitor.  

 

Figure 4.13: Cap1 is a NWELL capacitor and Cap2 is TaN-POLY capacitor. The capacitance 

value of the TaN-POLY capacitor is more stable over temperature compared to the NWELL 

capacitor. 
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Table 4.3: Silicon results for voltage reference circuit without AFG devices showing the best 

temperature coefficient in ppm/°C that can be obtained using this circuit. 

 

IO VREF Power Supply (V) 

0.9 1.4 2.0 2.6 3.1 3.6 

In
p

u
t 

V
o
lt

a
g
e 

(V
) 

0.4 22.5 58.3 28.3 20.8 28.3 30.8 

1.0 - 6.3 36.3 16.7 7.7 4.3 

1.8 - - - 24.8 15.9 8.1 

2.4 - - - - 20.8 13.9 

2.8 - - - - - 11.9 

3.1 - - - - - 4.3 

 

Table 4.4: Silicon results for voltage reference circuit with AFG device showing degradation in 

temperature coefficient in ppm/°C due to AFG capacitor (Cap1). 

 

AFG VREF Power Supply (V) 

0.9 1.4 2.0 2.6 3.1 3.6 

In
p

u
t 

V
o
lt

a
g
e 

(V
) 

0.4 530.1 592.0 558.3 539.9 528.9 532.3 

1.0 - - 287.5 268.0 264.6 256.7 

1.8 - - - 143.1 111.8 102.2 

2.4 - - - - 86.7 69.6 

2.8 - - - - - 62.9 

3.1 - - - - - 45.1 
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Table 4.5: Silicon results for voltage reference circuit with AFG device showing accuracy 

percentages (%). 

 

IO VREF Power Supply (V) Accuracy 

(±%) 0.9 1.4 2.0 2.6 3.1 3.6 

In
p

u
t 

V
o

lt
a
g
e 

(V
) 

0.4 0.13 0.35 0.17 0.12 0.17 0.07 0.44 

1.0 - 0.04 0.22 0.10 0.05 0.03 0.32 

1.8 - - - 0.15 0.10 0.06 0.10 

2.4 - - - - 0.12 0.09 0.01 

2.8 - - - - - 0.12 0.05 

3.1 - - - - - 0.01 0.01 

 

Table 4.6: Silicon results for voltage reference circuit with AFG device using AFG capacitor 

(Cap1) showing accuracy percentages (%). 

 

AFGVREF Power Supply (V) Accuracy 

(±%) 0.9 1.4 2.0 2.6 3.1 3.6 

In
p

u
t 

V
o
lt

a
g
e 

(V
) 

0.4 1.59 1.78 1.67 1.62 1.59 1.60 2.27 

1.0 - - 0.86 0.80 0.79 0.77 0.85 

1.8 - - - 0.43 0.33 0.31 0.52 

2.4 - - - - 0.26 0.21 0.23 

2.8 - - - - - 0.19 0.13 

3.1 - - - - - 0.14 0.14 
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Table 4.7: Silicon results for voltage reference circuit with AFG device using a better 

temperature coefficient capacitor,TaN-POLY (Cap2) showing accuracy percentages (%). 

 

AFGVREF Power Supply (V) Accuracy 

(±%) 0.9 1.4 2.0 2.6 3.1 3.6 

In
p

u
t 

V
o
lt

a
g
e 

(V
) 

0.4 0.80 0.90 0.83 0.80 0.78 0.80 1.12 

1.0 - - 0.43 0.41 0.40 0.36 0.42 

1.8 - - - 0.21 0.16 0.14 0.26 

2.4 - - - - 0.12 0.10 0.11 

2.8 - - - - - 0.08 0.09 

3.1 - - - - - 0.06 0.07 

 

 

 

4.7 Capacitor Linearity with Temperature Compensation Circuit 

We have observed degradation in the temperature coefficient of the voltage reference circuit in 

section 4.6 due to the capacitor used. We can improve this by using a capacitor with a better 

temperature coefficient, but it may be preferred to not include a precision capacitor in the process, 

as this could involve additional process steps, expenses and time. As a result of the capacitor used 

the voltage reference circuit output exhibits a linear dependence on the temperature with a 

coefficient of 298ppm/°C. This represents much of the allowed tolerance of the circuit. 

From Chapter 2 we know that depending on the bias point, the OTA with AFG devices can 

produce a flat or linear temperature dependent offset. We therefore propose adding a correction 

offset to the designed circuit, enabling a correction of the reference voltage for any type of 

capacitor. The circuit shown in Figure 4.14 is a possible solution to correct for the temperature 
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dependence of the AFG capacitor. Equations (4.1 - 4.3) show that a temperature dependent offset 

can compensate for the linear temperature dependence of the capacitor used. The AFG devices 

AFG1 and AFG2 in Figure 4.15 can produce the required offset temperature characteristics. We 

can also use a single AFG device to correct for the output reference voltage (Vref) slope over 

temperature, which in this case is AFG1. A working example of this method is shown in Figure 

4.16. Note: Only first order temperature dependences can be compensated using this technique. 

Vref = Vafg ± Voffset     (4.1) 

Vref =
Q

C
+ Voffset     (4.2) 

dVref

dT
=  −α ∗

Q

C
+  

dVoffset

dT
     (4.3) 

 
Figure 4.14: OTA in unity feedback mode with one input connected to an AFG device 

demonstrating a temperature dependent offset OTA to compensate the temperature dependence 

of the AFG capacitor which generates VREF output voltage that has better temperature 

coefficient. 
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Figure 4.15: Voltage reference circuit with capacitor compensation circuitry. AFG1 and AFG2 

produces a temperature dependent offset with opposite slope of the coefficient produced by the 

AFG capacitor at node P. Dotted red box shows additional AFGs to produce temperature 

dependent offset and solid black box represents AFG device. 
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Figure 4.16: An example showing the working of the proposed method in Figure 4.15. 

 

4.8 Voltage Supervisor Operation 

The voltage reference is the critical component of any voltage supervisor [42]. A simple OTA can 

be used as comparator logic to build the voltage supervisor. Figure 4.17 shows the Supply and 

Output waveforms of a working voltage supervisor shown in Figure 4.1. The supply voltage is 
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monitored with two reference voltages V1 and V2. The system is the OFF in state “A” and Output 

signal is enabled when the supply voltage crosses V1, which is shown as ON state “B.” The power-

on-reset delay is shown as td. It is a good practice to have another voltage reference V2 to create 

a hysteresis voltage of difference between V1 and V2. This avoids the potential system oscillation 

due to circuit noise as shown in state “C” when the supply toggles around a single voltage 

reference. The system stays in state “D” the normal operation condition until the supply goes below 

the threshold voltage V2. The system remains OFF which is state “E” until the supply raises above 

threshold voltage V1 as shown in state “F.” 

The performance that can be achieved by this voltage supervisor architecture would be 

better than some of the previous works with an advantage of having programmable voltage 

references as shown in Table 4.8. 

 

Figure 4.17: Timing of Output signal for a voltage supervisor circuit. V1 represent the ON-state 

and V2 the OFF-state threshold voltages. The reason for having the hysteresis V1-V2 is to avoid 

oscillation in the system if the supply is toggling around the threshold voltage. 
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Table 4.8: Voltage supervisor performance comparison with previous works. The advantage of 

this architecture is it allows wide-range of supply voltages and programmable threshold voltages. 

The power performance can further be improved by some architecture changes. 

 

Work [60] [61] [62] [63] This work 

Process - - 0.09 µm 0.18 µm 0.13 µm 

Supply 3V 3.6V 1V 1.8V 0.9V-3.6V 

Power 1.5 µW 1.8 µW 540 nW 3.6 µW 299 nW 

V hysteresis 6.3mV 20mV 432mV N/A Programmable 

Area N/A N/A 0.09mm2 0.01mm2 0.01mm2 

 

 

4.9 Summary 

A precision voltage reference circuit has been designed using a single AFG device. Use of AFG 

devices allows for a programmable output reference voltage compared to the fixed reference 

voltage typically of conventional bandgap circuits. The voltage reference circuit designed with an 

AFG device helps to improve the working supply voltage range and operating temperature and is 

more flexible should the voltage range be needed. Temperature coefficients as low as 4.3 ppm/°C 

can have been observed with this design, making it comparable to existing works. A new approach 

to compensate for temperature dependence of AFG capacitor to improve performance of voltage 

reference circuit is demonstrated. Considering a voltage supervisor with this voltage reference 

circuit achieves a measured quiescent current of 299nA, over the programmable voltage trip range 

of 0.4V to 3.1V. Accuracy is within ±2% for voltage reference values greater than 0.628V. The 

operating supply voltage of the supervisor circuit is 0.9V to 3.6V and temperature target range is 

-40°C to 85°C. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ANALOG HARDWARE SECURITY USING AFG DEVICES 

Outsourcing integrated circuit design and fabrications has become common practice, as design 

houses have proliferated, and legacy manufacturers have sought to minimize costs. Security 

concerns have thus become a major concern, due the high cost of design and the risk of intellectual 

property theft at vulnerable points in the IC supply chain. Hardware-based attacks have highlighted 

the need for developing secure ICs with state-of-art defenses using economically desirable 

approaches [64-67]. Previously, security was often considered as an afterthought, however, threats 

such as hardware trojans, IP piracy, reverse engineering and counterfeiting have demanded new 

approaches. Protection in the digital domain has become relatively common [68-69]. The more 

recent availability of high precision programming devices such as AFGs, allows us to consider 

addressing hardware security protection in analog circuits. AFG devices can be used to create 

physically difficult to clone functions for device authentication and secret key generation. Here, 

we discuss AFG characteristics which may be useful for achieving protection against piracy and 

possible validation circuits to address some issues that attackers may target. 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Compared to digital security, analog protection schemes have the great advantage of offering a 

very large number of states limited only by the signal resolution. However, analog security 

protection has lagged available digital built-in protections [70-74], this is because unlike digital 

circuit programming, where designs are generally stable over temperature, in the analog domain, 

there may be extra precautions required in the programming to maintain performance over 
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temperature. Previous work on the use of AFG devices suggests that they may be able to provide 

an anti-piracy option for analog functions [40].  

We discuss here two circuits that use AFG connected Operational Transconductance 

Amplifier (OTA) developed in Chapter 2 and AFG based voltage reference in Chapter 3 can assist 

in the prevention of piracy, including the unique aspects that make it more difficult to bypass the 

AFG correction measures. These circuits have some digital signals in their operation. In section 

5.5 we introduce a circuit that is completely analog and how authentication is gets further 

complicated.  

 

5.2 Application of AFGs in Piracy Prevention 

5.2.1 Analog Hardware Defense Circuit 

An example circuit in Figure 5.1 is a possible validation circuit to address some issues that 

attackers may target. Here we assume that the circuit generates an enable signal for the design 

under consideration. The circuit has the following blocks: a square wave generator, a 

programmable voltage reference circuit using an AFG device as discussed in Chapter 4, a bandgap 

reference circuit, and a programmable amplifier which can be programmed to have an offset value 

using AFGs as discussed in Chapter 1. The two transmission gates and a simple current trigger 

circuit complete the design. The programmable voltage reference circuit is set to a desired output 

reference value by programming the AFG device. The AFG devices in the OTA or the amplifier 

are also programmed such that they define an intentional offset in the circuit. The square wave 

generator runs during the validation/operation period. The Vref AFG block’s output voltage in 

Figure 5.1 is set close to the bandgap reference circuit and must be within the range of offset of 
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the amplifier. The output toggles according to square wave if voltage reference programmed is out 

of specification (which is Vbg ± Voffset). Vbg is output voltage of bandgap circuit and Voffset is 

the offset of the AFG programmable OTA. If the input offset is set too high, the output voltage 

trips, and the output is set to zero. Figure 5.2 shows the good and bad functionality output 

waveform of the circuit output “Out” in Figure 5.1. 

 

Figure 5.1: Circuit that generates enable signal for analog circuitry using OTA and voltage 

reference circuits with AFG devices. 

 

Reverse engineering is complicated as it needs a thorough understanding of the circuit and 

accurate programming of the AFG devices to maintain the circuit in the desired state. This is 

particularly the case with analog circuits, where design is nuanced and specific to an application. 

The graph in Figure 5.3 shows that the circuit achieve a specific region of good operation 

performance shown in green color. 
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Figure 5.2: Respective waveforms describing the operation of circuit in Figure 5.1. “Good” 

represents the AFG devices are programmed correctly and outputs a high enable signal for the 

design. “Bad” represents issues with proper programming of AFG devices and outputs a toggling 

or low signal.  

 

 

Figure 5.3: Performance locking region achieved using OTA and voltage reference circuits with 

AFG devices. 
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5.2.2 Concept of Way Point Programming 

We here introduce the concept of waypoints that must be passed through in order to be allowed to 

reach the final AFG trim states. The non-obvious AFG trim levels allow the concept of waypoints, 

show graphically in Figure 5.4. The entire trim range of AFGs is constrained to the initial 

programming zone until the first target zone is reached, which enables an unlock state for the entire 

AFG trim range. 

The following AFG trim steps are achieved as follows: 

1. The voltage on AFG1 device is offset to 150mV and a comparison circuit cannot allow 

any other state for AFG1 in this step. 

2. AFG2 device can then be programmed or must have been programmed to 450mV. 

Failure to be in this state will reset all further programming, forcing the lock back to its 

initial state. 

3. Then AFG1 state is set to 300mV and then AFG2 state is set to 600mV in sequence. 

Note: the sequence of programming step is important and any change in them results a 

fail state and further programming is inhibited. Successful unlocking of the state shown 

in yellow in Figure 5.4 triggers the expanded and previously unavailable programming 

range. 

4. Now both AFG1 and AFG2 can be trimmed as needed with or without additional 

waypoints, until the Primary target zone is reached shown in green in Figure 5.4.  

5. When powered down the trim levels are set back to the initial zone. 
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Meanwhile, the trim is retained and needs no further trimming. Should further trimming be 

required at any time, say due to charge leakage from the AFG, the initial waypoints must again be 

followed in order to open the full programming range. 

 

Figure 5.4: Waypoint trim defense method using two AFG devices, where the unlock state 

shown in yellow must be reached by a logical flow of state before it can arrive at the destination 

shown in green. 

 

 

 

5.3 Waypoint Trim Application 

One possible circuit configuration for simplified two input AFG programming using waypoints is 

shown in Figure 5.5. The reference voltages VREF0, VREF1, VREF2, VREF3 and VREF4 are 
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generated using in this case, a resistive divider. VREF0 acts to limit for initial programming region. 

VREF1, VREF2, VREF3, VREF4 correspond to the waypoint voltage reference values. P1 and P2 

are the programming terminals to the respective AFG devices used for analog circuit block, which 

here is an OTA. The OTA does not have access to the AFG voltages vafg1 and vafg2 until the 

final trim state is reached. The analog “MUX” blocks, the offset comparators and logic AND gate 

is used to compare the AFG voltages to the waypoint reference voltages and output a signal to the 

LOGIC block. The offset comparators are used here to relax programming accuracy. 

 

Figure 5.5: Block diagram, showing programming options and analog switching matrix 

mechanism between AFG devices and analog circuitry. The inputs P1 and P2 are the 

programming terminals. VREF0-4 are internally generated reference voltages. The analog 

circuitry in this case is OTA with AFG devices discussed in Chapter 1. 
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Figure 5.6: Flow chart showing method to navigate using waypoints for trimming using two 

AFG devices AFG1 and AFG2 and their corresponding waypoint value required at each step. 

Inappropriate access by programming AFG devices to a different value at a defined step leads to 

“FAIL” state.  

 

The LOGIC block is a digital logic coded in Verilog for simulation and can be changed for 

different sequence of waypoints. If the programming of AFG devices is not carried according to 

that defined by the LOGIC block the AFG voltages remain inaccessible to the analog circuits. The 

“enable” signal activates the AFG INHIBIT CIRCUIT block to the “OFF” state when “1st Target 

Zone” is reached, enabling AFG devices to be programmed beyond the “Initial Programming 

Zone.” The AFG ENABLE BLOCK allows access from the AFG voltage to the analog circuitry 

after the “1st Target Zone” is reached and vafg1 exceeds VREF0. At that point, the AFG devices 
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can be programmed throughout its entire range to reach the “Final State.” This concept of waypoint 

trim using two AFG devices is shown as flow-chart in Figure 5.6.  

 

5.4 Simulation Results 

Figure 5.7 shows the Cadence AMS setup for the waypoint application in section 5.3. Here we 

have used two AFG devices to trim a 30mV input offset in an Operational Transconductance 

Amplifier (OTA), which is the analog circuit block.  

 

Figure 5.7: Simulation schematic showing the blocks for way point trim application in an OTA 

circuit. Digital logic block is modeled in Verilog and was incorporated to the simulation setup 

and all other blocks are analog in nature. 

 

Figure 5.8 shows the output signal of each block with details on the right-hand side. This 

waveform represents the functioning of the waypoint application taken through the proper 

sequence of programming steps, thereby enabling the OTA to have access to the trimmed AFG 
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voltages of AFG1 and AFG2, to correct the input offset of 30mV. The OTA output and mirror 

node are shown together, demonstrating offset correction following full programming. The 

“Inhibit” signal remains high after unlocking. Figure 5.9 shows the impact of the unlocking state, 

which is the signal “Inhibit” in this goes low, it allows for full voltage range programming of the 

AFG devices (See Appendix D for AFG INHIBIT CIRCUIT.). The programming of the AFG 

devices in the design is restricted to 0.6V during the locked state. An input programming voltage 

of 6V cannot program the AFG device due to requirement of minimum tunneling voltage to charge 

the AFG device. Figure 5.10 shows the LOCKED state of the unit indicating that not following 

the waypoint trim steps does not unlock the unit, thereby not correcting for the 30mV offset in 

OTA because the OTA does not have access to the AFG voltages. This example can be expanded 

to multiple other devices.  

A complete reset cycle is shown in Figure 5.11 showing the unlocking of the circuit using 

waypoint programming. The power supply OFF state puts the circuit in locked state. If any further 

trimming of AFG devices necessary, the way point should be followed because of the locked state. 
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Figure 5.8: Simulation waveform showing the proper functioning of the way point circuit 

showing the OTA offset has been trimmed to ~0mV. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9: Simulation waveform showing working of AFG INHIBIT CIRCUIT block with 

limited and full swing programming. 
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Figure 5.10: Simulation form showing the improper programming the AFG devices which led to 

LOCKED state of the unit. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.11: Simulation form showing unlocking and supply toggle resulting in locked state. 
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5.5 Interdependence of Multiple Programming Trims 

Considering the circuit in Figure 5.12, where the floating gates of three AFG devices are 

represented by node V1, V2, and V3. The current through the resistors R1, R2 and R3 can be 

adjusted by programming these AFG devices. We can observe that there is an interdependence on 

current I1 through resistor R1 on node voltages V1 and V3, current I2 through resistor R2 on node 

voltages V1 and V2 and current I3 through resistor R3 on node voltages V2 and V3. The outputs 

of the circuit are taken at nodes O1, O2 and O3 and their relation to the AFG programming is given 

by equations (5.1) - (5.6), where 𝐾𝑛 is technology and device dimension dependent parameter and 

𝑉𝑡ℎ∗ is the threshold voltage of the respective transistors. 

 

Figure 5.12: Performance locking using AFGs in analog circuit where output voltages O1, O2 

and O3 are dependent on V1-V3, V1-V2, V2-V3 respectively. 

 

𝑂1 =  𝑉𝑑𝑑 − 𝐼1𝑅1     (5.1) 

𝑂2 =  𝑉𝑑𝑑 − 𝐼2𝑅2     (5.2) 

𝑂3 =  𝑉𝑑𝑑 − 𝐼3𝑅3     (5.3) 
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𝐼1 =  𝐾𝑛(𝑉1 − 𝑉𝑡ℎ1)2 +  
𝐾𝑛

2
(𝑉3 − 𝑉𝑡ℎ6)2     (5.4) 

𝐼2 =  𝐾𝑛(𝑉2 − 𝑉𝑡ℎ3)2 +  
𝐾𝑛

2
(𝑉1 − 𝑉𝑡ℎ2)2     (5.5) 

𝐼3 =  𝐾𝑛(𝑉3 − 𝑉𝑡ℎ5)2 +  
𝐾𝑛

2
(𝑉2 − 𝑉𝑡ℎ4)2     (5.6) 

This shows how multiple analog programming trims that are interdependent can allow for 

performance locking rather than hiding analog functionality which is limited by the number of 

topologies for analog blocks compared to digital designs. The trim is incorporated within circuit 

blocks to conceal the interdependent trim amongst multiple analog blocks. The result of this 

approach is a moderately secure system that: 

1. Cannot be trimmed by trial and error 

2. Is not obviously insecure through shorts/opens to circuit nodes 

However, the problem of complete reverse-engineering remains possible to determine the 

circuit functionality and enable modifications to simplify trim. We can add further complexity to 

the circuit of Figure 5.12 by including current pull-up as well as pull-down as shown in Figure 

5.13, with its output represented by equations (5.7) - (5.18). 

 

Figure 5.13: Increase in complexity of performance locking by having current pull-up and pull-

down. 
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𝐼𝑄1 =  𝐾𝑝(𝑉𝑑𝑑 − 𝑉1 − 𝑉𝑡ℎ1)2     (5.7) 

𝐼𝑄3 =  𝐾𝑝(𝑉𝑑𝑑 − 𝑉2 − 𝑉𝑡ℎ3)2     (5.8) 

𝐼𝑄5 =  𝐾𝑝(𝑉𝑑𝑑 − 𝑉3 − 𝑉𝑡ℎ5)2     (5.9) 

𝑉1 =  𝑉𝑡ℎ2 + √
𝐼1

𝐾𝑛
     (5.10) 

𝑉2 =  𝑉𝑡ℎ4 + √
𝐼2

𝐾𝑛
     (5.11) 

𝑉3 =  𝑉𝑡ℎ6 + √
𝐼3

𝐾𝑛
     (5.12) 

𝐼1 = 𝐼𝑅1 + 𝐼𝑄5     (5.13) 

𝐼2 = 𝐼𝑅2 + 𝐼𝑄1     (5.14) 

𝐼3 = 𝐼𝑅3 + 𝐼𝑄3     (5.15) 

𝑂1 =  𝑉𝑑𝑑 − 𝐼𝑅1𝑅1     (5.16) 

𝑂2 =  𝑉𝑑𝑑 − 𝐼𝑅2𝑅2     (5.17) 

𝑂3 =  𝑉𝑑𝑑 − 𝐼𝑅3𝑅3     (5.18) 

 

5.6 Summary 

Increase in hardware-based threats need to be addressed with state-of-the-art methods to secure 

analog hardware. Analog Floating Gate devices allow for new design options to address analog 

piracy that is as difficult to work around as digital piracy protection schemes. We have developed 

three circuits that demonstrate an analog hardware defense which make it difficult to clone the 

circuit function or obtain unauthorized access. The waypoint trim mechanism introduced here 

complicates cloning of an OTA and can be extended to other analog circuits. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PROCESS ENHANCEMENT TO IMPROVE SRAM YIELD PERFORMANCE2 

While most of the advances discussed in this dissertation are based on analog memory, it is 

important to consider that conventional digital memory also must continue to improve. Supply 

voltage reduction has been one of the ways to achieve low power designs in integrated circuits. 

Smaller device geometries help us to achieve this, however static power dominates in these 

technology nodes. Low leakage solutions are required to mitigate power in ICs. The semiconductor 

industry continues to look at many techniques to reduce switching and quiescent power in circuits, 

including architectural and circuit-based approaches as well as material design. The impact of one 

such technique, based on a process modification of “oxygen insertion” (OI), is studied in SRAM. 

We evaluate the SRAM performance of OI enhanced CMOS technology in terms of static noise 

margin, write margin and yield performance at low supply voltage. 

 

6.1 Motivation 

MOSFET performance enhancement has been demonstrated in previous works as a result of the 

“oxygen insertion” technology, due to increased mobility and improvement in circuit and memory 

performance with significant reduction in gate leakage [75-79]. This was achieved utilizing 

existing fabrication without any new elements in the process. Insertion of partial monolayers of 

oxygen into the channel of a MOSFET reduces electron scattering, thereby confining the carriers 

                                                 
2 ©2017 IEEE. Portions Adapted, with permission, from A. Marshall, S. Nimmalapudi, W. K. Loh, J. Krick, L. Hutter, H. Takeuchi, 

R. Stephenson, R. J. Mears, S. Ikeda, "The impact of oxygen insertion technology on SRAM yield performance," IEEE Electron 

Devices Technology and Manufacturing Conference (EDTM), February 2017. 
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and enhancing mobility [80]. The oxygen layer is deposited prior to the gate dielectric. This 

process also helps in achieving low leakage currents as a result of increased effective dielectric 

thickness between gate and the channel, which is an effect of classical impedance mismatch [81]. 

Here, we expand the analysis of oxygen insertion to determine the impact of Negative Bias 

Temperature Instability (NBTI) and examine its effect on an optimized SRAM cell. 

 

6.2 Method 

Using an industry standard 28nm low power CMOS technology, OI electrical parameter shifts 

were used to create OI-enhanced SPICE models for the 28nm CMOS node. 28nm 6T SRAM cells 

(0.12µm2) were optimized for OI and non-OI, using static noise margin (SNM) and write margin 

(WM) results over VDD and temperature. Optimized 28nm 6T SRAM cells were then simulated 

across a full characterization range of VDD (0.75V and 1.4V) & temperature (-40oC to 125oC) 

with Monte Carlo techniques. SRAM yield performance vs. VDD for various memory arrays and 

repair schemes were compared for OI and non-OI.  
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 6.1: Transistor-level benefits of the oxygen insertion film on the (a) NMOS and (b) 

PMOS of 28nm CMOS node. 
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NBTI effects were then incorporated for OI and non-OI material and new SRAM yield vs. 

VDD assessments completed. The transistor-level benefits of the OI film on the NMOS and PMOS 

devices are summarized in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2. These electrical parameter shifts were 

determined by measuring OI-enhanced and non-OI NMOS devices on a similar technology. The 

baseline SPICE model for the given technology was then adjusted to an OI-enhanced SPICE model 

using the shifts for NMOS and PMOS, respectively. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6.2: Simulated LMIN (a) NMOS and (b) PMOS characteristics after retargeting due to OI 

film, by adjusting OI-enhanced SPICE model using shifts summarized in Figure 6.1. 
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6.3 Results 

SRAM level analysis of NBTI shows that with OI we observe significant improvement in NBTI 

(Figure 6.3). This is because with OI there is less PMOS VTP shift over time, so less guard-banding 

is needed during screening.  

 

Figure 6.3: PMOS NBTI lifetime as a function of applied voltage because of the VTP shift over 

time resulting in reduced guard-banding during screening. 

 

The OI film enhanced PMOS has a Vt shift of only 19.7mV (see Figure 6.4) compared to 

the Vt shift of the control, which is 50mV. 1000 Monte-Carlo runs were made at each condition 
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of VDD and temperature, from which Iread, SNM, and WM parameters were determined for mean, 

global standard deviation, and mismatch standard deviation conditions (Figure 6.7). No circuit 

assist techniques were used. 

 

Figure 6.4: Projected NBTI-induced Vt shift when using the OI film showing PMOS has a Vt 

shift of only 19.7mV compared to control Vt shift of 50mV. 

 

Highlighted in Figure 6.5 is the worst-case 0.25Mb with natural yield conditions (without 

bit correction). At VDD = 1.0V, the OI devices allow 10% higher yield. At the 80% yield point, 

OI allows 150mV lower VDD. Also displayed in Figure 6.6 is the worst-case 64Mb Yield with 
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1/64kb repair over the range -40oC to 125oC. The baseline yield is around ~80% at VDD = 1.0V, 

as expected. However, we observe a 20% yield gain with OI at VDD = 1.0V following repair. The 

OI devices extend VDD down to 0.825V with 100% yield. At 60% yield point, OI allows VDD = 

0.8V, 160mV lower than the baseline. 

 

Figure 6.5: Worst-case 0.25Mb (under natural yield conditions) without bit correction. 
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Figure 6.6: Worst-case 64Mb yield with 1/64kb repair over the range -40°C to 125°C. 
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Figure 6.7: Global and mismatch standard deviations for both baseline (base) and OI film (mean) 

at various voltage and temperature conditions. 

 

 

 

6.4 Summary 

The Oxygen Insertion (OI) technology studied here appears to be very promising in improving 

static noise margin, write margin and yield performance at lower supply voltages in SRAM. The 

process optimization step involved utilizes existing manufacturing facilities to enhance MOSFET 

performance and scalability. SRAM level analysis of NBTI shows that with oxygen insertion we 

observe significant improvement in NBTI. Approximately 50% of the SRAM supply reduction 

capability is due solely to NBTI shift reduction for the OI devices. The remaining 50% is due to 

the inherent mobility and matching improvements of the OI technology. In conclusion, OI 

technology offers a significant improvement for low-power SoC applications with embedded 

SRAM and facilitate scaling (See publication in Appendix-V for more details [82]). With the logic 

benefits demonstrated this material design approach to mitigate power allows for performance 

improvement without circuit assist. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This chapter summarizes discussions of this work and outlines possible directions for future 

research work. We have studied how Analog Floating Gates (AFG) devices and process 

optimization can enhance circuit performance and security. This device can be used for building 

tunable analog circuits including trimming and providing voltage references. AFG devices exhibit 

the capability of maintaining their charge state over a long period of time, typically tens of years 

thereby allowing for long-term circuit applications. This fine-tuning capability of trimming 

voltages and currents is of great interest in many Integrated Circuit (IC) applications, as it enables 

high yield, by correcting for offset component mismatch and variability of semiconductor 

manufacturing with a relatively simple programming methodology. Also, AFG characteristics 

proved to be very useful for achieving protection against IC piracy. Much of the research work of 

this dissertation is based around this relatively new device. We also evaluated SRAM performance 

with a process optimization technique known as “Oxygen Insertion” (OI) technology.  

 

7.1 Conclusion and Contribution 

 

AFG-OTA 

• Random operational amplifier input offset due to device mismatch has been corrected 

using AFG memory to achieve mismatch performance objectives without 

compromising other characteristics of the amplifier. This is in stark contrast to 

previously proposed techniques, which limit bandwidth and/or are discrete in the 
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achievable correction range. The performance characteristics of the OTA have been 

maintained, while minimizing silicon area compared to circuits that are offset correct-

by-design. This enables lowest operating power, a continuous range of offset voltage 

correction, and minimum circuit area. Offset characteristics over temperature have 

been studied and a novel current feedback scheme ensures offset voltage remains 

within prescribed limits over the automotive temperature operating range. 

• A new methodology to address AFG charge loss has been demonstrated. A 

programming circuit has been developed to achieve rapid recalibration for offset 

correction in OTAs, thereby reducing tester cost and further reducing die area. This 

allows for increased programming speed of many OTA-AFG arrays in the design at the 

expense of an automatic re-trim approximately once a month to once every six months.  

AFG-Voltage Reference/Voltage Supervisor 

• With increasing miniaturization of ICs and use energy harvesters to drive them, voltage 

supervisors with low operating power and high accuracy are needed. This work has 

mainly focused on building an accurate and low-power voltage reference circuit using 

AFG devices and their application in voltage supervisor circuit. The use of AFG 

devices aids in building systems with high voltage stability over temperature and 

supply ranges. AFG controlled voltage references have several attractive features such 

as low-power, voltage programmability over a wide range and the possibility to include 

trim for specific applications. 
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• A new way to compensate the temperature co-efficient of capacitor in AFG device with 

offset temperature characteristics of OTA with AFG devices to design a voltage 

reference circuit is demonstrated. 

AFG-Security 

• Vulnerable points into IC supply chain and recent threats have highlighted the need for 

chip security. Digital protection schemes have been the focus for the past decade, 

however, analog protection has become a focus more recently. The use of AFG devices 

helps to store an analog state because of its precise voltage/current programming 

making it difficult to clone circuits. We have developed several security measures, 

including:  

1) An application to demonstrate how incorrect programming can be used to indicate 

an issue through the generation of an auxiliary digital warning signal. 

2) Use of AFG devices in a novel way-point trim method, using analog memory to 

secure analog hardware. 

3) A complete analog protection scheme has also been developed which requires no 

digital input whatsoever. This is useful in analog-only applications. 

Oxygen Insertion-SRAM 

• In a somewhat tangential application, we have examined the performance of a 

semiconductor process option termed “Oxygen Insertion” (OI), from Atomera. This 

novel process adaptation promises improved performance of analog, digital and 

memory circuits and reduced lifetime effects in memory devices. We have examined 
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the impact of this process development to demonstrate improved yield and performance 

in SRAM. This process optimization uses existing manufacturing facilities addresses 

low-power System on Chip (SoC) applications with embedded SRAM and is another 

approach to improving the performance of IC designs as technology advances. 

 

7.2 Suggestions for Future Directions 

As with any advanced work, the resolution of one problem brings the possibility of several other 

improvements. We highlight some of these potential future directions below: 

OTA 

• The use of AFG devices in amplifier designs has been demonstrated using the OTA. 

However, this is just a starting point, and the same tradeoffs of power, precision, speed 

and linearity can be extended to other amplifier topologies. 

• This methodology can also be extended to Analog to Digital Converters (ADCs), 

Digital to Analog Converters (DACs), mixers and many others to give wider 

bandwidth, improved resolution and conversion speed. 

Voltage Supervisor/Voltage Reference 

Several advances suggest themselves based on the results of the voltage supervisor/voltage 

reference development:  

• Removing the feedback OTA in the voltage reference circuit shown in Figure 4.4. This 

will result in reducing the power and area by 50%. There is a likely reduction in 

operating voltage range which must be considered.  
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• Optimizing the size of transistors of the OTA circuit in the reference circuit design is 

expected to improve accuracy over a wider range of power supply and should also 

reduce power. 

• Implementing the voltage reference circuit to compensate for temperature dependence 

of the AFG capacitor. 

Security 

Improvements to waypoint trim techniques can be made: 

• Currently reference voltages are obtained from a voltage divider circuit allowing us to 

have programmable waypoints. The use of digitally stored waypoints, by contrast 

provides some advantages of individual programming capability, but removes some of 

the safety associated with the use of analog waypoints. 

• Non-linear waypoint can replace the voltage divider circuit to make authorization more 

complex. 

• In this research we have included waypoints only to unlock the IC, but we can also 

include waypoints to provide variable performance in different programming zones. 

Oxygen Insertion 

• The Oxygen Insertion (OI) technology has been proved to reduce gate leakage. This 

can also potentially address a problem of retention capability of AFG devices, which 

is common at more advanced technology nodes, since the OI has a relatively lower gate 

leakage. 
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APPENDIX A 

TEST SETUP 

 

Figure A.1: Complete test setup on the probe station at Texas Instruments, Device 

Characterization Lab. Wafer is placed on the chuck and 2x10 probes card is set on top to test 

each DUT unit. The connectors are connected from probe card to the Sweep Monitoring Unit 

(SMU) unit to perform measurements and data is captured to a PC. The chuck is temperature 

controlled and setup is run a dark environment. 
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Figure A.2: SMU Equipment used is 4156B. 41501A is connected to 4156B, which is used as 

pulse generator that is synchronized with the SMU to program AFG devices with programming 

pulses of 9V to 14V and 50mS pulse width. 
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Figure A.3: Snapshot of results capture to PC from SMU, 4156B. 

 

 

Figure A.4: Temperature module used to regulate the chuck upon which the wafer id placed. 
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Figure A.5: Probe card adapter placed on the probe station to use a 2x10 probe card adapter. 
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Figure A.6: Top view of the 2x10 probe card which is connected using connectors to 4156B. 
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Figure A.7: Bottom view of probe card that makes contact with the wafer. 
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Figure A.8: Measurement screenshot of the SMU unit. 
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Figure A.9: Sweep screenshot of the SMU unit. 
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APPENDIX B 

TEST PLAN 

SAFG03 OTA2 

This module consists of two Operational Transconductance Amplifiers (OTA) named OTA1 and 

OTA2. We are only interested in OTA2 (PMOS input pair) for this test. The OTA2 includes two 

Analog Floating Gate (AFG) devices used to trim the input offset voltage.  

In this test we measure the input offset of OTA over temperature range -40C to 125C. Then 

we program the appropriate single AFG device to correct input offset at 25C and the measure input 

offset over temperature range of -40C to 125C. We then we program both the AFG devices to 

correct the input offset and measure the input offset over temperature range of -40C to 125C. We 

subsequently increase the charge on the floating gates by incrementally programming both the 

AFG devices correcting for input offset and measure the input offset over temperature range of -

40C to 125C. This determines the input offset drift with temperature, for various AFG voltages. 

 

Structure Description 

 

Figure B.1: A module with two OTAs. The OTA of interest, OTA2, for this test is circled. 
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Properties: 

DUT OTA1 OTA2 

Type AFG2_nmos AFG4_pmos 

AFG Transistor 1.05/10 1.05/10 

I-feedback None Mixed 

feedback o/p No No 

AFG Capacitor No 1C=8x20x20 

 

Circuit: 

Figure B.2: Circuit for SAFG3, OTA2. AFG transistors are of size 1.05/10. 
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Offset Measurement: 

The tail current for the OTA is set by Itail. IN1 & IN2 are set to a common mode voltage (1.5V, 

see below). VDD= 3.3V and GND = 0V. AFG devices are shown inside the dashed red lines in 

figure above. For offset correction, only positive programming of AFG devices is used. The 

floating gate voltages are set to the appropriate level to correct input offset. The current through 

the AFG shunt devices is mirrored and fed back to the tail current. Supply current (IVDD) through 

the VDD PAD is always monitored, allowing any change in current produced after programming 

an AFG device to be seen. This is approximately one-fourth of the actual AFG device shunt 

current. Offset is computed by sweeping IN2 while keeping IN1 constant and measuring IN2 where 

voltage “Out” ~= Vtail (voltage at the Itail PAD), which is a (VDD-Vth). Therefore, input offset 

is computed as IN2(measured)-IN1(fixed).  

OTA offset drift over temperature test: 

 

Insertion 1: 

1. START 

2. SET Temperature = 25°C, VDD = 3.3V, Itail = 0µA, IN1 = 1N2 = 3.3V 

3. Programi both AFG devices such that each AFG device carries ~0.8µA using TP* 

pins by tracking the supply current (IVDD) through VDD pinii 

Bake unbiased for approximately 24 hours at 250°C. 

 

Insertion 2: 

1. SET Temperature = 25°C, VDD = 3.3V, Itail = 10µA (sinking current, max 3V), IN1 

= 1.5V, TN1 = TN2 = 0, sweep IN2 from 1V->2V (minimum step size ~0.1mV) 

2. Measure voltages on pins “Out,” “Vtail” and supply current through “IVDD” 

3. Compute input offsetiii 

4. Program AFG device using TP* approximately with 9V pulses of width = 50ms and 

period = 100ms (change voltage or pulse width to correct offset precisely) 
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a. If input offset is -ve, program AFG1 using TP1 to correct offset approximately to 

zeroiv 

b. If input offset is +ve, program AFG2 using TP2 to correct offset approximately to 

zerov 

 

Insertion 3 & 4: 

1. Set Temperature = X from list {-40C, 85C} 

2. SET VDD = 3.3V, Itail = 10µA, IN1 = 1.5V, TN1 = TN2 = 0, sweep IN2 from 1V-

>2V (minimum step size ~0.1mV) 

3. Measure voltages on pins “Out,” “Vtail” and supply current through “IVDD” 

4. Compute input offsetvi 

5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 until offset measurement for all temperature list is done 

6. END 

 

OTA offset retention test: 

 

Figure B.3: Flow chart for measuring OTA offset retention. 
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Insertion 1: 

1. SET Temperature = 25°C, VDD = 3.3V, Itail = 10µA (sinking current, max 3V), IN1 

= 1.5V, TN1 = TN2 = 0, sweep IN2 from 1V->2V (minimum step size ~0.1mV) 

2. Measure voltages on pins “Out,” “Vtail” and supply current through “IVDD” 

3. Compute input offsetvii 
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Figure B.4: Complete test flow for OTA offset measurement. 
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i My minimal programming was done at 9V voltage pulses with pulse width of 50ms and time period of 100ms. There may be 

different value used by ATE. 

ii 0.8µA flows through the each AFG shunt transistor ensuring a minimum of 1.2V on the AFG device. 

iii See Offset Measurement section 

iv Voltage “Out” ~= ±7mV“Vtail” 

v Voltage “Out” ~= ±7mV“Vtail” 

vi See Offset Measurement section 

vii See Offset Measurement section 
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APPENDIX C 

LAYOUT 

 

Figure C.1: Layout overview of all module in Z0108 test chip.
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APPENDIX D 

AFG INHIBIT CIRCUIT 

 

Figure D.1: AFG Inhibit Circuit.  
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